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The text­mining­based data  is  provided by Pavel  S. Demenkov. He belongs to the same 
group of  Russian colleagues and friends  from the Institute of  Cytology and Genetics  in 
Novosibirsk as   the PhD students  Evgeny S.  Tiys,  Timofey V.   Ivanisenko and Anatoly O. 
Bragin.  They  were   involved   in   the   first   application  paper  which  we  published  on   the 




For the full   implementation  information please see Appendix  9.16  and  9.17.  For actual 
information on the people participating in this project the list is found at:
http://team.CELLmicrocosmos.org


















































































































Contrasting  with   the   aforementioned   structural   levels,   the   third   level   covers   the   functional 
aspects of the cell. Here, protein­related networks or data sets can be imported and mapped into 







Finally,  a   first  approach  to  combine  all   these   interrelated  levels   is   represented;  CellExplorer 
which integrates CellEditor as well as PathwayIntegration and imports structures generated with 






In the last  part  of  this  thesis   the future of  Integrative Cell  Modeling  is  discussed.  While  the 
approaches   discussed   here   represent   basically   three­dimensional   snapshots   of   the   cell, 
prospective approaches have to be extended into the fourth dimension; time.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Modeling and Visualizing the cytological Cosmos
One of the smaller units of life is the cell. Since it is dramatically smaller than the moon, no 




















only   with   the   establishment,   today's   knowledge   is   decentralized,   spread   throughout 
millions of people and the Internet in a quite democratic way. But accompanied with the 
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How to   combine   these   complex   research   fields?  What   can  be  done   to  bridge   the  gap 
between these highly diverse research areas?
One answer to this question is: visualization. Scientific as well as information visualization 
are   widely   accepted   as   appropriate   approaches   to   share,   specify   and   classify   today's 
knowledge.   It   is  used  in   interdisciplinary  communication  of   ideas  and  results  between 
scientists   and   to  present   their   results   to   the   community   and   to   the  public   as  well   as  
potential supporters and investors.
It was already mentioned that cytology is relevant for many different disciplines. Therefore, 
the process of  creating a cell   is  quite complex.  Another  drawback  is   the fact  that only 
fragmentary  knowledge  is  available.  For  example,   the  extraction of  membrane proteins 
from their environment is a task solved only for a relatively small set of molecules. Their 





chemical   and   physical   interactions   and   membrane   compositions,   in   addition   to   all 
functional as well as structural properties needed to understand the cell. Since this is not 
presently   possible,   the   combination   and   synthesis,   respectively,   of   today's   fragmentary 
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Cellular   Landscapes  is   a   term   which 
appropriately   describes   Goodsell's   as 
well   as   related  works  [CBBK10].3  The 













should be a  navigable  three­dimensional  cell  environment.   In  this  context   the question 
arises, how can this spatial cell model be combined with a pathway as shown in Figure 2.
The term “cellular landscape” was already mentioned before, but does the term also apply 





In   the   center  of  most  cells   a   core   exists,   the  nucleus,   a   compartment  with   life­giving 
significance   for   the   other   cell   components   like   the   sun   for   its   surrounding   planets. 
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interchanging matter as well as information. Small proteomic units – the ribosomes – are 
constantly translating information important for the synthesis of new cellular elements. And 





Considering   these   observations   an   appropriate  metaphor   for   an   interactive   cell   is   the 
universe – the cosmos. But especially when focusing at a single cell, it is important to avoid 
the impression that this cosmos is autarkic. Cells usually co­exist, they are dependent from 









Cell Component: Mitochondria 
Cell Membrane: Inner Membrane
Molecular Raft: No Raft (could be e.g. a cholesterol raft)
Protein Complex: 2-Oxoglutarate Dehydrogenase E1
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When the first idea for the eponymous project was developed in 2003 during the author's 




with   the   name  was   cut   at   the   bottom   and   the   top   to   outline   the   imperfection,   the 
fragmentary character of the cell.
Finally, the chosen font style is elementary for the logo. But before going into too much 






For   the   creation   of   protein­based   shapes,   cell   components   or   even   complete   cellular 




between the  inner  and outer membrane,  but   the modeler has  to define discreet  points 
representing this space. Obviously the reduction is indispensable in this case.
From   1919   to   1933,  Walter  Gropius   in  Weimar   headed   the   school   of   arts   known   as 





kennen   und   begreifen   lernen,   dann   werden   sich   von   selbst   ihre   Werke   wieder   mit  
architektonischem Geiste füllen, den sie in der Salonkunst verloren.” [Grop19]
This completes the initial idea of this text: the modeling of a cell is not a task for one single  
scientific   discipline;   cooperation   and   the   synthesis   of   knowledge  will   be   tasks   for   the 
scientific craftsmanship of the future.
And simultaneously,   the appropriate   font  style   for   the CELLmicrocosmos  logo was – of 
course – a Bauhaus font.
Considering this text the following aspect should be eroded. Bauhaus is a style which rose 
out  of  architecture.  The cell  –  even  if  highly depending on structural  properties –  is  a 
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The answer to this question is: no. And this answer can be proven by the impact of the 
architectural research and its implications of a man living and teaching on the other side of 
the   Atlantic   during   the   triumph   of   the   international   style:   Buckminster   Fuller6.   This 
autodidact  published   and   realized  many   avant­garde   ideas  during   those   time.  He  was 
known   for   his   organic­related   structures,   a   supporter   of   the   “form   follows   function” 
principle. In 1947, Fuller invented the Geodesic Domes [Full70, p.33]. These architectural 
scaffold­related structures   following strict  mathematical  rules was used as   the basis   for 
different   constructions.   For   example,   at   the  Expo  1967   in  Montreal   a  Geodesic  Dome 
featuring 250 ft. in diameter and 137 ft height was constructed. This prototype, shown in 
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Obviously, architectural design provided a prediction of an atomistic structure prior to its  
discovery.   Simultaneously   it   emerges   that   the   cosmic  metaphor   always   fascinated   and 
inspired researchers of life­science­related disciplines8.
1.2 CELLmicrocosmos: A bidirectional Approach
Finally, the discussed principles should be summed up to highlight the objectives of the 
CELLmicrocosmos project.
The   aim   of   the   CELLmicrocosmos   project   is   the   three­dimensional,   interactive   and 
interdisciplinary   modeling   and   visualization   of   cells   based   on   various   data   sources. 







• Bottom­Up Approach:  The molecular   level   is  addressed by  the modeling  of  molecular 
membranes which can be associated with the components of the mesoscopic scale. In this 
way   “islands   of   knowledge”   can   be   created,   containing   highly­specific   molecular 
structures based on published material.




Top-down (mesoscopic level) → (functional level) ← Bottom-Up (molecular level)
Figure 6: The Bidirectional Approach of CELLmicrocosmos



























implementation  will  be   sketched.   It  will  be   shown  that   cell  modeling   is   an  extremely 




Therefore,   only   an   overview  will   be   presented:   an   introduction   in   cytology   and   cell 
modeling,   in   most   of   the   leading   projects   in   this   field   and   –   of   course   –   the 
CELLmicrocosmos approach itself.





















components  and molecules  –   the   layer  combining   the  mesoscopic  and molecular   level. 





A   future   outlook   is   presented   in   the   chapters   regarding   the   integrative   level 
[MES+MOL+FUN]:   the   combination   of   all   aforementioned   topics.   How   can   the 
mesoscopic, the molecular as well as the functional level be united visually? How can the 
different   specialized   approaches   previously   presented   be   correlated?   These   are   first 








microcosm of  a  cell   is   visualized and digitalized.  Moreover,   first  basic   concepts  of   cell 
modeling will be introduced. Chapter 4 introduces related approaches developed during the 
last  decade. Then, the methods and implementation Chapter  5  follows,  introducing the 
basic   concept   of   the  CELLmicrocosmos   project.   In   this   context   the  modeling  pipelines 






















2  2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4  Bio.
3  3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4  Tech.
4  4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4  Related.
5  5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4  Methods.
6  6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4  Application.
7  7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4  Conclusions.
Figure 8: The progress indicator including the links to all major chapters of this thesis




background,   discussing   the   basics   and   the   cytological   developments   which   form   the 
prerequisites for the following chapter – the Technical  Background – as well as for the 
whole thesis. This introduction follows – just like the cytological history – the top­down 
approach (Section  2.1.3.3),   starting   from the mesoscopic   scale,   slowly  approaching  the 
molecular structure.




















“Next,  in that these pores, or  cells,  were not  
very deep, but consisted of a great many little  
Boxes,   separated  out   of  one   continued   long  
pore, by certain Diaphragms, as is visible by  



















the  DNA.  Animals,   plants   and   fungi   belong   to   this   class.   They  may   be  unicellular   or 
multicellular and contain different types of cell components. Many of them are surrounded 
by intracellular membranes.















surrounding   external   plasma   and   neighboring   cells.   But   the  membrane   also   regulates 
communication   with   the   environment:   Substances   needed   by   the   cell   are   imported, 
intracellularly synthesized substances are exported. Low­molecular substances are able to 
pass directly through the membrane: passively, by diffusing the lipid bilayer or actively by 
passing   through specialized protein  channels.  High­molecular  matter  are  either  directly 
disassembled on the surface of the membrane, or they are imported by different types of 
endocytosis:  pinocytosis  describes the import of solvated material,  phagocytosis  the one of 
solid material.  Using this  two mechanisms,   small  vesicles  dissolve  from the membrane, 
surrounding the substance, penetrating the membrane and finally releasing its freight on 
the intracellular side [Coop97].
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• Desmosomes   support   the   attachment   of   a   cell   to   the   cytoskeleton   as  well   as   to   a 
neighboring cell [Genn89].
2.1.3.2 Cell Walls
Many   eukaryotes   are   additionally   surrounded   by   a  cell  wall  which   consists  mainly   of 










most   intracellular  components   listed here,   it   forms  the  cytoplasm.  The cytosol   contains 
thousands of different enzymes. For example, they are catalyzing reactions like glycolysis 






form   the  chromatin.   The  nuclear   envelope  surrounds   the   nucleus   and   consists   of   two 




Both  membranes   are   phospholipid   bilayers   (Section  2.2.1.3),   allowing   small   non­polar 
11 Bile canaliculus are small tubular channels in hepatocytes which collect the secreted bile.
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molecules   to  penetrate.  The nuclear  envelope  is  directly  connected  to   the  endoplasmic 
reticulum (its  internal space is continuous with the space between the inner and outer 
nuclear  membrane,   the  perinuclear   space)  and  surrounded by a   stabilizing  network of 
intermediate filaments. The second, more regularly organized intermediate filaments are 
called the  nuclear lamina,   located inside the nucleus. The nuclear lamina creates a thin 


























are   surrounded   by   vesicles.   Two   regions   are   differentiated:   vesicles   enter   the   golgi 
apparatus on the cis­golgi side and leave it on the trans­golgi side. These vesicles transport 





2.3.1).  The  name   results   from a  byproduct  of   oxidative   reactions:  hydrogen  peroxide. 
Because this compound is harmful to the cell, the peroxisome also contains the enzyme 
catalase, which breaks down this product [CoHa07, Genn89].
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2.1.3.10 Mitochondrion
The  mitochondrion  is a rather complex cell component: it consists of an  inner  and  outer  
membrane. While the outer membrane is freely permeable to small molecules and handles 









In contrast to the mitochondrion the  chloroplast  is only found in plant cells where it  is 
responsible for photosynthesis. But similar to the mitochondrion it  has a quite complex 
structure: The surrounding  envelope  consists of an  inner  and  outer membrane. The inner 
part of the chloroplast is called stroma. Here, a number of so­called thylakoid membranes 
are found where the photosynthetic reactions take place. They exhibit different structural 
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2.1.3.16 Extracellular matrix











of   a   hepatocyte   sorted   by   their 
volumes.   The   overall   volume   of   an 


















Moreover,   it   will   be   shown   that   the   development   of   theoretical  models   was   and   is  











are   joined   together   –  which  may   be   hundreds   or   thousands   of   sugars   –   it   is   called 
polysaccharides (poly: Lat., many).
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seen   in  Figures  10.1/2,  where   it   is   the  basic  building  block  of  polysaccharides.  These 
polysaccharides show a cycle­like structure, because all sugars with more than four carbons 
tend   to   create   intra­connected   molecule   structures.   In   these   ring­like   forms   the 
configuration of the 1st carbon in a monosaccharide (which is more precisely the position of 





in  ­configuration. The corresponding structure in plant cells is  α starch. Opposed to these 
two polysaccharides, the wall of the plant cell is composed of extremely robust structures 
(Section  2.1.3.2),  the  cellulose,  which features the  β­configuration. In Figure  10.3­4 the 
structural effect of this difference is illustrated. Glycogen and starch may be connected by 
an  (1 4)α →  or, less frequently,  (1 6)α →  linkage (Figure 10.3). In contrast to this, in cellulose 
only   exists   the   so­called   (1 4)β →   linkages.   This  means   that   two  monosaccharides   are 
connected by the 1st residue of one monosaccharide and the 4th residue of the opposing one 
(Figure  10.4).  This   leads   to  net­like   structures  with   irregular  meshes.  Obviously,   these 
meshes in case of glycogen and starch and these fibers in case of the cellulose are important 
building blocks of the cell.
But   the   saccharides   are   also   important   for   inter­   and   intracellular   processes. 




interaction   and   adhesion   processes   (Section  2.1.3.1).   In   addition,   oligosaccharides   are 







acid  (RNA),   it   is   the  ribose,   respectively.  These sugars  are  linked  to  bases,   forming  the 
nucleoside. In the case of DNA, all nucleosides are in  ­configurationβ .  After the sugar was 
undergoing phosphorylation – which means, that phosphate was added to the molecule – 
the resulting molecule structure is called the nucleotide. And these nucleotides are the main 
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another one are created. The succession of these two molecules, the phosphate and the 
















information (Section  2.1.3.4).  This DNA is used as a  template to synthesize RNA. This 
process is called transcription. 
Different   kinds   of   RNA   are   partly   involved   in   protein   synthesis   (Section  2.2.1.4).   An 
important part of this process – RNA to protein – is called translation. The messenger RNA 
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R1  and  R2  – with “R” for residue –  in Figure  13) is  localized. The  hydrophobic  (water­
repulsing)  nature of   the  hydrocarbon chains   is  caused by  the nonpolarity  of   the C―H 
bonds:   these   chains   tend   to   avoid   the   energetically   unfavorable   contact   with   water. 
(Triacyl­)glycerol  (Figure  13.1) is the typical manifestation of fatty acids in the cytosolic 
environment. Three fatty acids are bound by a glycerol molecule. Because they are water­
insoluble,   they tend to  form vesicle­like structures  in the cytosol,  which can be broken 
down for energy­yielding usage in metabolic processes [CoHa07, Luck08].
The hydrocarbon chains do not only differ according to their length. The structure is also an 
important   indicator   for   the   state  and  function of   a   lipid.  Figure  12.1   shows  a   regular 
hydrocarbon   chain   in   the  all­trans  state,   a  stearic   acid.   To   point   out   the   degree   of 










affects   the   grade   of  membrane   perturbation  [Yeag87].   But   also   in   other   context   the 
structure of fatty acids may have broad implications. For example, there are assumptions 






(Figure  13.6),  choline  (Figure  13.7),  serine  (Figure  13.8) or  inositol  (Figure  13.9).  The 
sphingolipid  sphingomyelin  is  also  a  phospholipid,  but   it   contains  a   serine   instead of  a 
glycerol   (Figure  13.10).  The other  components  are   the  same as   in phosphatidylcholine 
(Figure  13.7).  Because   of   the  polar  headgroup   and   the  nonpolar   hydrocarbon   chains, 
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Figure 12: Forms of fatty acids
(redrawn based on Yeagle 1987 [Yeag87, p.29])
Glycolipids  contain   a   carbohydrate   (here   glucose)  bound   to   the   structure   known   from 











lysophospholipids,  polyisoprenoid   lipids,  diphosphatidyl   glycerols,   monoacyl­  and 




outside of  membranes. Derivatives of  cholesterol  are used as steroid hormones such as 
testosterone and derivatives  of  phospholipids are  important   for  intra­cellular as well  as 
inter­cellular signaling (Cooper and Hausman 2007). 
Finally, the question remains how the different sizes of the spheres already shown in Figure 
13  are  defined.   For   this   purpose,   two   terms   should  be   explained  which  will   be   used 
throughout this work. The example here is based on water, H2O:






• Covalent   Radius:   half   of   the   bond   length   between   two   similar   atoms   (e.g.   for   O: 
0.66±0.02 Å and for H: 0.31±0.05 Å),
• Van der Waals Radius: the radius limiting the  non­covalent,  van der Waals forces  (e.g. H 
atom: 1.2 Å and O atom: 1.52 Å) [VoVP06, Wint12].
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Figure 13: Lipid types 
(Courtesy of/Copyright © by Cooper 2007. Reprinted with permission from [CoHa07, pp.47–49])




As  already  mentioned   in   the  previous   sections,  proteins  play  an   important   role   in   the 
cellular environment. Already the name protein (Gk.: proteios, of the first rank) includes its 
high priority in the cellular context. Each cell contains thousands of characteristic proteins 















acids.   They   are   called  polypeptides13.   Each  of   these   chains  has   two  distinct   ends:   one 
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bonds,   without   the   involvement   of   the   amino   acids'   side   chains.   Two   structures   are 
predominant in proteins: the   helixα  and the   sheetβ  (Figure 15) [PaCB51]. The   helicesα  
are created by the interconnection between a CO and the NH group lying four residues 
downstream. A tightly coiled,  spring­like structure  is  created by  this  characteristic.  The 
rotation  of   the   linear   chain   can   run   clockwise  or   counter­clockwise.  But   in   proteomic 
context, all   helices were found to run clockwise, because this rotation was proven to beα  
energetically   more   favorable.   The     (pleated)   sheet   consists   of   two   or  more   longerβ  







proteins   and   show   irregular   structures.   Another   important   secondary   structure   is   the 
combination of two to three long   helices wrapping around each other: the  α coiled­coils. 
They form long and stable fibers in the proteins  ­keratin and collagen.α
While the former two abstract structure definitions are theoretical formations, the tertiary 
structure  now defines  the spatial,   three­dimensional  structure of  a  protein.  The process 
creating   this   spatial   adjustment   is   called   folding.   It   is   defined   by   the   combination   of 
different domains. Proteins may contain only one domain, like the ribonuclease (Figure 15) 
or  many  different   domains.  All   these  domains   possess   special   functions  which   can  be 
relocated throughout different protein types.
The creation of  the tertiary structure  is  guided by the  interplay of  the hydrophilic  and 
hydrophobic amino acids. The polar, basic and acidic amino acids are placed outside the 
protein, forming their polar side chains – they are hydrophilic.  In the case of the polar 












disordered proteins (IDPs)  [OrOv11].  For these proteins it  is not possible to determine a 
stable 3D structure and they have evolutionary as well as medical implications  [DaES10, 
TFOS09]. In this context it is important to state that it is not possible to predict the three­





different  polypeptide chains.  For  example,  hemoglobin contains  four  polypeptide chains 





The   preceding   four   classes   of   cellular 
molecules cover the basic chemistry of most 
cells   and   they   are   all   organic   (carbon­
containing)  molecules.   Of   course,   there   is 
























Moritz   Traube,   a  wine  merchant   and   science   hobbyist,  made   a   number   of   important 
scientific achievements during the 19th  century. One of them was the first synthesis of an 









of   anesthetic   agents  which   passed   the   cell  membrane   is   sufficient  [Meye99,  Over99]. 
Although   this   theory  with   long­standing   relevance   is  now outdated  [CaMF03,  Cant01, 
NoCa97], it was accompanied by a number of new findings which are inseparable from 
today´s cytology. It was Overton who verified some important membrane features, e.g. the 













of   cells  with  a  known surface  area.  These   lipids   spread  out   at   an  air­water   interface,  
showing that the self­assembling monolayer was twice as large as the surface area of the 
blood   cells  [CoHa07,  GoGr25,   Luck08].   In   the   same   year,  Hugo   Fricke  published   first 







and   protein   layers   surrounding   the   cell  membrane   accompanied   by   the   invention   of 
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Then the first electron microscopic images using the freeze fracture technique appeared 
(Section  3.1.1.2),   showing   bumps   inside   the   lipid   layers  [Luck08].   This   holes   were 
interpreted as the left­overs of proteins and lead to the first models inserting proteins as  







back to  the Davson­Danielli  model  [TiDi67].  Therefore,  BLM can be seen as   the direct 
predecessor model of the currently widely accepted fluid mosaic model introduced 1972 by 
Seymour J. Singer and Garth L. Nicolson [SiNi72]. Very important for their approach was 
the  work  of  Frye  and Edidin,  who experimented with  cell   fusions  and discovered  first 
aspects about membrane fluidity around 1970 [FrEd70].














The   typical   biological  membrane   is   a  bilayer.   Two   layers   of   lipids   to   each   side   of   a 
hydrophobic core separate the external from internal space of a cell, a vesicle or other cell  
components.   These   biological   barriers   are   inevitable   to   partly   enclose   and   separate 
biochemical  processes   from the environment,   to  transport  enclosed molecules  from one 
destination to another or to secure cells from viral attacks. Monolayers within the cell also 
exist:  micelles. These are small aggregates of lipids with their tails inward. A number of 
lipids   enclosed   by   water   tend   to   form   a   micelle   in   order   to   prevent   the   energetic  
unfavorable contact of the lipid tails with the solvent [AJLR02, Luck08].
A selection of fundamentals of the fluid mosaic model is summed up here [Jain88]:
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1. Green and Tzagoloff already mentioned in 1966, that “apparently lipid has the effect  
of   excluding   three­dimensional   stacking   or   association,   and   restricting   the 
association of nesting particles to one plane” [GrTz66, p.597]. This two­dimensional  
nature is caused by the hydrophobic nature of the lipid's acyl chains and the protein's 
side­chains of the nonpolar amino acid residues (Sections  2.2.1.3,  3.2.4,  5.2.2.5) 
[Jain88].
2. Non­covalent   forces  (Section  2.2.1.3)   prevent   the   membrane   components   from 
drifting  apart.  The polar  head  regions  are  dominated by hydrogen bonding  and 
electrostatic interactions. The energy that stabilizes the bilayer is mainly produced 
by the hydrophobic effect [Jain88]. 
3. The  bilayer   asymmetry  is   an   existential   property   for   its   structure   and   function. 









by Singer and Nicolson to be  fluid.  The  lateral diffusion coefficient  – defining the 
frequency lipids are interchanging their position – lies between 10 ­13 to 10­8 cm2 · sec­
1. An increasing disorder towards the membrane center is caused by the segmental 






7. Bilayers   undergo   different  temperature­dependent   phases.   The  lamellar   liquid 
crystalline  (or   fluid)  phase  (Lα)  is  a   state  of  highly  disordered characteristics   for 
higher temperature regions: the hydrocarbon chains of the lipids are regularly in cis­
state (Section 2.2.1.3). In opposition to that the lamellar gel (or solid) phase (Lβ) is a 
more ordered state which is  characteristic  for  lower temperature regions.   In this 
phase the lipids tend to be in an all­trans state with the tails maximally extended. In 
between this two phases there is the ripple phase (Pβ), showing a wave­like surface 
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9. There are three types of  lipid diffusion: 1.  Rotational Diffusion:  A molecule rotates 
around its orthogonal axis fixed to its position to change the interaction with the 
neighboring   lipids,   2.  Lateral   Diffusion:  neighboring   lipids   change   places   using 








The  major   quantity   of   cellular   proteins   are   known   to   be   temporarily   or   permanently 
associated  with  membranes  [LPJM12].   These  membrane   proteins   are   subdivided   into 
different   types.  Two main classes  of  proteins  are described by  the Fluid Mosaic  Model 
(Section 2.2.3). The extrinsic (also: peripheral) proteins are found outside of the membrane 
and can be easily removed by washes of the membrane (Figure 16.1­3,7). But the intrinsic 






spans   (Figure  16.6).  Extrinsic  proteins  are   protein­anchored  or   lipid­anchored  proteins 
which are connected to the membrane by covalent bonds to protein or lipid groups (Figure 
16.1/7).   Since   the   introduction   of   the   Davson­Danielli  model   it   is   known   that   some 
membranes are almost completely crowded with extrinsic  proteins  (Section  2.2.2).  The 
predominant electrostatic  and also the hydrophobic bonds are often weak or  reversible 
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There are various  functions  for membrane proteins.  For example, some are  involved in 
transport or recognition processes, signal transduction, acting as enzymes (Section 2.3.1) or 




that   are   enriched   in   certain   lipid   and   protein   compositions   floating   like   an   island 
throughout the bilayer.  A  Lipid rafts  is  a special  type of microdomain which contains a 
cholesterol and sphingolipid mix.
Lipid   rafts   are  believed   to   interact  with  extrinsic  proteins  by  GPI­anchoring.  The   raft­




with   the   caveolin   forms   small   caves   (called  caveolae)  which   are   relevant   during   the 
endocytosis [Luck08]. 
In   addition,   there   are   planar   lipid   rafts.   They   play   an   important   role   in   the   lateral 
heterogeneity of bilayer membranes [LiSi10]. There were different sizes reported for rafts. 
The minimal size was defined to be from ~100 Å up to hundreds of nanometers [Pike06, 






The heterogeneity  of  cell  membranes   results   in a   large  number of  different  membrane 
types. By combining different lipids types these membranes are optimized for their special 
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tasks. Specific patterns of lipid and protein distribution are found in different membrane 
types, depending on age, environment, diet and pathological conditions. These patterns are 









Lipid Protein Chol PC SM PE PI PS PG DPG PA
Plasma 1.15 30­50 50­70 20.0 64.0 17.0 11.0 2.0
Rough ER 1.20 15­30 60­80 6.0 55.0 3.0 16.0 8.0 3.0
Smooth ER 1.15 60 40 10.0 55.0 12.0 21.0 6.7 1.9
Mito. Inner  1.19 20­25 70­80 <3.0 45.0 2.5.0 25.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 18.0 0.7
Mito. Outer 1.12 30­40 60­70 <5.0 50.0 5.0 23.0 13.0 2.0 2.5 3.5 1.3
Nuclear 1.25 15­40 60­80 10.0 55.0 3.0 20.0 7.0 3.0 1.0
Golgi 1.14 60 40 7.5 40.0 10.0 15.0 6.0 3.5
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Table 2  includes   percentaged   protein   and   lipid   distributions   of   different   rat   liver 
membranes. Comparing the values of the different lipid types, a few facts can be observed. 
The plasma membrane holds the largest number of cholesterol. This is due to the fact that 



































the  duration  of   some   reactions   to  a   few  seconds  by  dramatically   lowering   the  energy 




S +E⇋ ES⇋ E+P (1)







S 1+ S 2+ E⇋ E S1S 2⇋ E+ P (2)
Here, two substrates are combined to one product by an enzyme.
The docking process   in   respect   to   the enzyme­substrate   reaction  features   two different 
models:

















form)  coenzyme. By binding H+  and  two electrons e­  from a substrate,   it   forms NADH 
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The   aforementioned   energy   needed   to   initiate   chemical   reactions   is   not   automatically 
present   in   the   inner   cell.   It   has   to   be   acquired   from   the   cell's   environment.   Most 
intracellular reactions are energetically unfavorable, which simply means, they need energy. 










reaction A B, there are three possibilities:⇋
• if  G=0, means the reaction is at equilibrium and will not proceed,∆
• if  G<0, A B, means the reaction will proceed towards B, or∆ →
• if  G>0, B A, means the reaction will proceed towards A.∆ →
The free­energy for A B change can also be written as follows:⇋





derive  G° by integrating the equilibrium constant ∆ K=[B]/[A] at equilibrium state,  G=0∆  
respectively:
G° =­∆ RT ln K (4)
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• If   the  actual   ratio   [B]/[A]   is   equal   to   the  equilibration  ratio  K,   then  G=0 and no∆  
reaction will take place,
• if the actual ratio [B]/[A] is lower than the equilibration ratio  K, then  G<0 and the∆  
reaction proceeds in the forward direction (A B), and→
• if the actual ratio [B]/[A] is larger than the equilibration ratio  K, then  G>0 and the∆  
reaction proceeds in the reverse direction (B A).→




value into account. This requirement is met by  G°'∆ , which defines the standard free­energy  
change of a reaction combined with a pH value of 7 and an aqueous solution.
To   focus  now on   the   initial  problem  of   G>0   for  most   intracellular   reactions,   first   a∆  
thermodynamic unfavorable reaction is shown here:
A B, where  G=+5 kJ/mol⇋ ∆ (5)
This reaction needs energy to be catalyzed. It takes 5 kJ/mol. To initiate this reaction, the 
energy has to be acquired from another reaction:











ATP   ADP+P→ i with  G°' = ­30,5 kJ/mol∆ (8)
In addition, ATP can be hydrolyzed to AMP and two phosphate groups from pyrophosphate:
ATP   AMP+PP→ i, with  G°' = ­45,6 kJ/mol∆ (9)
directly followed by the reaction 
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2.3.4 Metabolic Pathways and Energy
It  has  now been  theoretically  described how energy  is  created.  But  how is   this energy 
generated   inside   a   living   organism?   Of   course,   this   is   done   by   the   aforementioned 
metabolic pathways. The definition of a metabolic pathway is as follows:




C6 H12O6+6O2→6CO2+6H 2O (11)
Glycolysis is the initial pathway for the generation of energy in aerobic and anaerobic cells.  




Glucose + Phosphate (HPO42­)   Glucose­6­phosphate + H→ 2O, with  G°' = +13,8∆  
kJ/mol
(12)
As  discussed  before,   this   reaction  will   not   spontaneously   begin   into   forward  direction 
because   energy   is  needed.  This   reaction   is  now coupled  with   the   energy­yielding  ATP 
hydrolysis with  G°' = ­30,5 kJ/mol:∆
ATP + H2O   ADP + HPO→ 42­ (13)
resulting in








The  citrate   cycle  is   the  major   source   for  energy  needed by   the  animal   cell,   its   central 
metabolic hub. It is also an important source for precursors needed for components like 
nucleotide bases and amino acids (Sections  2.2.1.2  and  2.2.1.4). But as can be seen in 
Table 4, it depends on other pathways. This simplified overview shows the net energy gain  
of the oxidation of glucose to citrate: two ATP, six NADH and two FADH 2  (flavin adenine 
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First,  glycolysis  generates   pyruvate  which   is   needed   to   initiate   the   citrate   cycle.   The 
glycolysis is located in the cytosol. Its product, the pyruvate, is transported by a specific 
protein   through   the   inner  mitochondrial  membrane   to   the  mitochondrial  matrix.   This 
transporter protein is needed, because the inner mitochondrial membrane is a barrier for 
most   small   molecules   and   ions.   This   property   is   very   important   for   the  oxidative 
phosphorylation, because it depends on the maintenance of the proton gradient. In contrast 
to   this,   the  outer  membrane   is  passable  by  most  molecules,  because   it   contains  many 
proteins   called   porins   allowing   the   free   diffusion   of  many  molecules.   Therefore,   the 
intermembrane space – which is located between the inner and outer membrane – shows 







this   purpose   the   oxidative   phosphorylation   provides   a   very   complex   energy­recycling 
process.   As  mentioned   before,   the   ATP   produced   by   different  metabolic   pathways   is 
converted to ADP by simultaneously releasing energy. The oxidative phosphorylation reuses 
this ADP to extend the amount of ATP again. The aforementioned proton gradient across 
the   inner  membrane   drives   the   phosphorylation   of  ADP.   Focusing   for   instance   on   the 
glycolysis, the amount of produced ATP (Table 4) is extended by another 26 ATP molecules 
during the oxidative phosphorylation process [BeTS06].
Pathway Initial Substrate Major Product Energy Produced Localization
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applications   and   environments,   and   that   today´s   knowledge   in   cytology   is   still   quite 
fragmentary.
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3 Technical Background
Now that the biological basics of cytology have been introduced, the question emerges in 











Nucleic Acids Research Database Issue (Nucleic  Acids Res.),   for example, 1380 actual   life­
science­related  databases  are   found  [GaFe12].  Of   course,  only  a   small   subset  of   these 
databases is discussed here. However, the use of molecular databases was inevitable for this 
work.   Section  3.1.2  discusses   databases   at   the  mesoscopic   scale,   Section  3.2.1  at   the 
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3.1 [MES] Cell Microscopy and Modeling
A short look at the different microscopic techniques will be provided beginning with the 





Of course,   it   lies  beyond  the scope of   this  work  to  provide  an exhaustive  overview of 
microscopy   techniques.  But   it   is   important   to   emphasize   some of   the  major  principles 
leading to the picture of the cell which the community has today.






are distinguishable,  because  their   size  lies  approximately between 1 and 100 µm. Also 
larger cell components can be seen, such as a nucleus, a chloroplast or a mitochondrion.  
However, smaller components lie beyond the scope of the light microscope.
Light   microscopy   will   be   introduced   and   thereafter   the   sections   showing   relevant 
techniques to reach higher resolutions in microscopy.
The  bright­field  microscopy  is   the   simplest  version  (Figure  17.1).  The  light  beams are 
directed   towards   the   specimen.  While   passing   through   it,   light   beams   are   absorbed 
depending on the contrasts within the specimen.  If  an untreated object   is  used,  nearly 
nothing can be seen in the microscope due to the mostly colorless, transparent nature of 
cells   and   their   components.   Therefore,   after   fixation  with   substances   like   acetic   acid, 
alcohol  or   formaldehyde,  different  dyes are used to  stain cells.  Depending on the dye,  
special components of the cell are emphasized. The disadvantages of this process are not 
only   the  low contrast  of   transparent  cell   components   such as   the nucleus but  also  the 
termination of the cell.




observe   living   cells,   e.g.   by   using   video­enhanced   differential   interference­contrast 
microscopy.
Another established method is the  fluorescence microscopy  (Figure 17.4). Fluorescent dyes 




















































conclusion,   the   choice   of   appropriate   staining   depends   highly   on   the   type   of   cell 
components to be visualized.
The   following  microscopy   types   are  used   to  analyze   and   visualize   structures   lying   far 
beyond the scope of Light Microscopy. 
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3.1.1.2 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy uses electrons to get insight into areas where the resolution of a light 
microscope fails.  Although the minimal wavelength of  electrons  is  0.004 nm, there are 
other   factors   limiting  the  resolution of   the microscope,  e.g.  a   limited  contrast  and  the 






the fluorescent area – mark the structure. There are also different  staining methods.  If  
structures like lipids, nucleic acids and proteins should be shown, positive staining is used. 
Negative staining can be used to mark only special proteins.









added   to   the   surface  of   the   specimen.  After   the  platinum  reached   the   solid   state,   the 
organic material is removed and a metal template of the original structure remains which 
can   be   analyzed   now  with   the  microscope.   This   method   is   especially   important   for 
analyzing the structure of membrane­surrounded components. 
Cryoelectron microscopy  is an extension of the technique mentioned above. The sample is 
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This   approach   describes   the   cell   in   terms   of   dimensionality,   taking   the   cellular   and 
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3.1.3 Cell Modeling and Simulation
A variety  of   software   tools  have  been  developed   to  visualize   the  data  generated  with 






specific   application  areas   like  microscopy,   image  optimization  and  analysis,   simulation, 
handling of different data formats, scripting and programming. Each extension has to be 
paid for.
The deconvolution package, for example, provides special filters to optimize microscopic 
images by reducing their blurriness (Section 3.1.1.1). The developer edition contains C++ 








In addition,   in Section  4.1.1.1  it  will  be shown that Amira was also an  important  tool 
during the initial development of the concept presented and realized in this thesis.
3.1.3.2 3ds Max
Autodesk®  3ds  Max®  (formerly   known   as:   3D   Studio  Max   and   3dsmax),   is   a  well­
established commercial three­dimensional modeling tool. The application areas are wide­





For the modeling of  cell  components,  3ds Max provides different  objects and modifiers  




















In   addition,   3ds  Max   features   a   native   scripting   language:  MAXScript.   By   using   this 


































blocks.   The  translation  defines   the   position   of   the   complete  model   in   3D   space.   The 
appearance describes the visualization: the different colors used, the transparency and the 
shininess.  The  geometry  block   is   subdivided   into   two  sections.  The  first   section,  coord, 
describes the points in 3D space. Each triplet describes one point, subdivided by commas. 
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#VRML V2.0 utf8
# Produced by 3D Studio MAX VRML97 exporter, Version 7, Revision 1,76
# Date: Thu Dec 10 17:21:10 2009
DEF mito_0_matrix Transform {
  translation 0.002445 -0.001789 0.0001093
  children [
  DEF mito_0_matrix-TIMER TimeSensor { loop TRUE cycleInterval 3.333 },
    Shape {
      appearance Appearance {
        material Material {
          diffuseColor 1 0.502 0.251
          ambientIntensity 0.05556
          specularColor 0 0.002316 0.002316
          shininess 0.05645
          transparency 1
        }
      }
      geometry DEF mito_0_matrix-FACES IndexedFaceSet {
        ccw TRUE
        solid FALSE
        coord DEF mito_0_matrix-COORD Coordinate { point [
          -364.6 192.2 98.68, -369.4 196.6 81.45, -394.6 186.7 104.6, 
          -412 187.8 85.26, -336.3 193.1 96.82, -335.1 197.4 80.28, 
          -356.6 184.7 113.6, -381.8 180.6 121.5, -339.2 186.1 107.9, 
          [...]   
        }
        coordIndex [
          0, 1, 2, -1, 1, 3, 2, -1, 4, 5, 0, -1, 5, 1, 0, -1, 6, 0, 7, -1, 
          0, 2, 7, -1, 8, 4, 0, -1, 8, 0, 6, -1, 9, 10, 11, -1, 
          9, 11, 12, -1, 13, 14, 10, -1, 13, 10, 9, -1, 4, 9, 12, -1, 
          [...]
        }
    }
  ]
}
DEF mito_1_inner_membrane Transform {
  [...]        
}
DEF mito_2_intermembrane_space Transform {
  [...]
}
DEF mito_3_outer_membrane Transform {
  [...]
}
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3.2 [MOL] Membrane Modeling
In the preceding subchapter, microscopy and modeling techniques for the mesoscopic level 
have been introduced. Now, at the molecular level, the resolution achievable by microscopy 
techniques   is  no  longer  sufficient.  For   this  purpose different  spectroscopy types  will  be 
introduced (Section 3.2.1). It will be shown that – in contrast to the mesoscopic level – the 
molecular level is covered by an adequate number of well­established databases (Section 
3.2.2).   Based   on   this   data,   membrane   modeling   and   simulation   approaches   will   be 
introduced (Section  3.2.3).   In  the following sections,   the  theory behind the Membrane 
Packing   Problems   will   be   introduced   (Sections  3.2.4,3.2.5  and  3.2.6).   And   finally, 
appropriate criterion for the evaluation of packing quality will be discussed (Section 3.2.7).
3.2.1 Spectroscopy Types






wavelength of  X­rays  is  approximately 1.5 Å  which is  approximately the same value as 
found for covalent bond distances between different atoms in molecules (Section 2.2.1.3). 
To determine the position of  the different atoms included  in a protein, often the  X­ray 




































X­ray crystallography performs very  well   in   the analysis  of  globular  proteins.  They are 
localized, for example, in the cytosol and it is normally possible to extract them from their  





To   overcome   this   problem,  electron   crystallography  combines   the  methods   of   electron 






different   samples   were   inevitable.   But   the   result   was   a   structure   with   a   quite   high 
resolution of 3.5 Å in the plane [VoVP06].
3.2.1.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy
While   the   X­ray   crystallography   is   only   applicable   to   proteins   in   crystal,   the  nuclear 




These   distances  may   correspond   to   the   space  (nuclear   Overhauser   effect   spectroscopy,  
NOESY) or bonds (Correlated Spectroscopy, COSY) in between the protons. The precondition 
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3.2.2 Structure Databases
Now that spectroscopy methods were introduced, the focus will be made on the storage of 
the  generated  molecular   structures.  This   section  will   focus  on  different  possibilities   to 




As   discussed   previously,   one   of   the   major   membrane   components   are   the   proteins. 
Moreover,   this  category provides the most comprehensive and established databases on 
molecular models. 
3.2.2.1.1 The Protein Data Bank (PDB): Database and Format
The central database for protein research is the  Protein Data Bank (PDB)  [BWFG00].  It 
contains   more   than   83,000   structures   (as   of   31.07.2012)   and   celebrated   its   40th 
anniversary in 2011. The success of this database is correlated with the decision of most  
protein­related journals to accept only publications in combination with freely accessible 
three­dimensional protein models  in  PDB format.26  Table 5  shows the different methods 
used to obtain these experimentally­derived coordinate files. X­ray is superior, but there are 
also a lot of NMR structures found. Electron microscopy is only used for a few hundred 
proteins.  But   it   is  an  interesting fact   that   in  this  category a  relatively  large number of 
proteins, namely approx. 40%, is found in nucleic acids complexes, whereas only approx. 
5% of the total X­ray­derived PDBs are found there. That shows the importance of electron 








X­ray 68368 1382 3464 2 73216
NMR 8337 999 188 7 9531
Electron 
Microscopy
305 22 120 0 447
HYBRID 44 3 2 1 50
other 141 4 5 13 163
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explored and downloaded from this website.  It provides links to publications correlated 




































was   resolved  and   those  where   the   structure   is  partly  or   completely  unknown.  This   is 
27 Based on the protein containing the most atoms, 2KU2.pdb: approx. 102 MB for the PDB file, 1.2 GB for 
the XML file (as of 30.08.2011).
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particularly the case for membrane proteins (Section  3.1.1.2). Therefore, efforts like the 
Protein Model Portal (PMP) were established. The PMP is a collection of tools and contains a 




no   structures   are   found,   there   are   tools   provided   to   compute   the   three­dimensional 

















in   the   REMARK   section.   The   PDBTM   database   provides   an   XML   file   for   every 
transmembrane   PDB   file,   containing   information   on   the   transformation   matrix,   the 
TMATRIX (Figure 27). It includes the 3 X 3 rotation matrix and the translation vector for 





    <MEMBRANE>
        <NORMAL  X="0.00000000"  Y="0.00000000"  Z="15.50000000"/>
        <TMATRIX>
            <ROWX  X="0.59916121"  Y="0.67847639"  Z="-0.42505959"  T="28.82857513"/>
            <ROWY  X="0.24127664"  Y="0.35321173"  Z="0.90389550"  T="-150.82160950"/>
            <ROWZ  X="0.76340777"  Y="-0.64413607"  Z="0.04793027"  T="-77.72867584"/>
        </TMATRIX>
    </MEMBRANE>
Figure 27: PDBTM membrane section containing the matrix information for 1O5W.pdb 
see also Figure 28)
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Here,  a   simplified  description  of   the  method  should  be  given.  First,   the  crystallization 
process   of   the   protein   is   reversed   by   trying   to   remove   chains   forming   non­biological 
contacts.   Then,   the   lipid   exposed   solvent   accessible   area   is   computed.   The   prepared 
structure is applied to a direct search algorithm trying to find the most probable position 
relative to the membrane planes. Therefore the hydrophobicity as well as a set of different 
structural   feature   is  measured and evaluated while   the  protein   is   rotated and  the   two 
virtual  bilayer  planes  are shifted multiple   times  along  the bilayer  normal.  The optimal 
position is chosen and the corresponding matrix is saved in an XML format.
The PDBTM database is frequently updated with the newest transmembrane proteins from 
the  PDB database  which  are  automatically   realigned  using   the  TMDET algorithm.  The 














websites  of  PDBTM and OPM, Figure  28.  OPM 
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In contrast with PDBTM, the OPM database also contains transmembrane proteins as well 
as  monotopic/extrinsic   proteins   and   peptides.   But   it   does   not   contain   the   full   set   of  










































bottom. Therefore,  OPM –  in contrast  with PDBTM – explicitly  defines  the topology of 
membranes  with   respect   to   the  associated   cell   components,  as   shown  in  Figure  30.   It 
defines the intention of “IN” (towards the bottom) and “OUT” (to the top) concerning the 






showed   that   “[...]   PPM   clearly   outperforms   all   of   them   in   scope   and   accuracy   and 
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constantly   improved   and   embedded   into   the   PDB   website   service   (see   also   Section 














of   these  different  small  molecules  were  lipids  which might  be useful   for   the  modeling 




complete   PDB   collection   can   still   be   downloaded   using   the   WayBackMachine   of 
web.archive.org [11f].
3.2.2.2.5 Chemistry Molecular Models






few   collections   of  membranes.   These  membranes   are   normally   simulated,   have   been 






Figure  32  shows   the  major  problem of  mesoscopic  databases28.  While   the  data  of   the 
relatively new EMDB grows constantly, the contributions to the CCDB seem to stagnate. In 
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contrast   to   this,   the data of   the PDB  is  growing continuously.  Obviously  there  is   some 
restraint for microscopists to release their data to the public. The reason is the partial high 
personal and financial  efforts  to produce these datasets.  And in contrast to the protein 
structures   it   is  not  necessary   to   submit   a  mesoscopic   structure   to  a  database  prior   to 
publication.   This   is   a   problem,   because   the   success   of   the   PDB   database   shows   the 










the   mosaic   model   was   introduced   by   Singer   and   Nicholson,   many   studies   have 
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• Most recent simulations take only one to two different lipid types into account. For the 
simulation  of  homogeneous  membranes   the   first   case   is   of   course   sufficient.  But   an 
important  aspect  of   today's  research  is   the heterogeneity of   the cell  membranes (see 
Section 2.2.6). To study this area, new membrane modeling approaches are needed.




contains   different   monolayers   or   bilayers   (see   Section  2.1.3.10).   The   study   of   the 
communication of these layers might play a crucial role in the understanding of intra­
compartmental communication.
• The   insertion   of   proteins   into  membrane   layers   is   an   important   step   prior   further 
simulations of membranes. There exist a number of databases which take this aspect into 











physicochemical   forces   operating   in   biological  membranes   have   been  mentioned.  MD 
simulation uses a set of these forces and simulates aspects like the attraction and repulsion 
of atoms with respect to the connectivity of a lipid or protein. The velocities of the atoms 
are computed by solving Newton equations of  motion.  For   this  purpose a  force   field  is 











behavior   of   membranes  [VZHP93,   WoRo96],   proteins  [TiBe98,  WoRo94a]  or   viruses 
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of   the outer  radii   into account.  Many different  atomic   forces,   the temperature and the 
pressure are involved in the computation of the dynamics. But for the preparation of model  





on the optimization of  transport space. A number of publications in this area exist,   for 
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term PPP   is   found   in   literature.  Feng  et   al.  described   the  orientational  distribution  of 









• OPT_LPP_DEF_AREA:  The optimum is defined by the user­defined area per lipid (Å2  ) 
(Section 6.2.1).
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• OPT_PPP_POS: The optimum is defined by the correct protein positioning in relation to 
the bilayer (Section 6.2.3).

















The  methods  used   to  create  pure  membranes  or  protein/membrane   complexes   can  be 
subdivided into two methods, the replacement and the insertion method [JoKI07].
3.2.5.1 Replacement Methods
The  replacement  method  was   initially  described  by  Pastor  et  al.  [PaVK91].   It   follows a 
generalization of this process:
1. A single   lipid model  used during the generation process   is  represented by a simple 
three­dimensional  structure,  a   sphere.  This  can be a  simple sphere representing the 
headgroup  [PaVK91],   a  Lennard­Jones   sphere   of  4.8  Å  radius   corresponding   to   its 
average cross­sectional area  [WoRo96], a van der Waals radius sphere  [PGME00]  or 
spherical beads with an approximated size of the polar headgroups [ZMHR09].
2. If the resulting structure should contain one protein or one peptide assembled to the 
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4. If homogeneous bilayers are constructed, this step might not be necessary [PaVK91]. For 
heterogeneous bilayers, the packing of the spheres representing the lipids have to be 
optimized   using   different   approaches.   This   might   be   a  MD   simulation  [PGME00, 
WoRo96]  or   a   shrinking   process   using   exemplarily   the   steepest   descent   (SD)
minimization   algorithm  [BrBO83,   ZMHR09].   During   the   repositioning   process   the 
vertical  positions of   the spheres  are normally  fixed.  But   in some special  cases   their 
vertical movement is only limited to a short range [PGME00].
5. After   the distribution process   is   finished,   the  spheres  have   to  be  substituted by  the 
original   lipid  models.  The  lipid  models  used are  normally   randomly chosen   from a 
trajectory, this means a library containing a limited number of different conformations 








which   are   all   similar   or   equal   to   minimization   processes.   During   the   energy 
minimization   the   radii   of   the   atoms   are   growing   from   1   to   100%  [PaVK91].   An 









8. After   these   steps   have   been   applied,   the  model  membrane   is   now   ready   for   the 




The  Insertion  Method  is  usually  used   to   integrate   larger  molecules   like  proteins   into  a 
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weak cylindrical repulsive forces were appended to the void, causing an increasing of 












with   lipids.   If   this  was   the   case,   all   lipids   in   the   affected  quadratic   area  were 
removed. The result is a membrane without any atomic collisions, but with large 
distances between the lipids and the protein.










atom  was   intersecting   the   region   created  before.   Afterwards,   only   some   lipid   tails 
extended into this region. Therefore there was no dramatic change in the area per lipid 
during the following MD simulations [FaSS02].










2. The squeezing stage shrinks the protein until  all  steric  clashes are eliminated. A 
special method is used to take possible tilts of the protein into account.












membrane  model   which   is   usable   for   the   following   simulations   steps   or   during   the 
minimization of the radii of the molecules as increase to perform alignments and so forth. 



























vi x i , subject to constrain ∑
i=1
n
wi x i≤W , x i∈{0,1 ,... , ci} . (15)









The  approximate   theoretical  description  of   the  membrane  as   a   two­dimensional   liquid 
arrangement was already proposed by the mosaic membrane model (Section 2.2.3). How 
can the LPP now be applied to the KP?
The   virtual   value  wi  –   the  weight  of   the   knapsack   –   is   often   used   to   describe   the 
dimensionality.
Moreover,   there   is   the   so­called  Multidimensional   KP  for   knapsacks   featuring  multiple 
dimensions  [KePP04]. Because the focus of the LPP lies in the description of rectangular 
bilayers,   the  two­dimensional  [DyFi92,   LoMM02]  or   geometric  [Caga94]  KP  class   is 
appropriate (2D­KP).31
The regular KP is restricted to one container. Of course, there is also a class for  multiple 
related  containers,   the  Multiple   KP   (MKP)  [Dyck90]32.   But   in   the   case   of   the   LPP,   a 
monolayer can be defined as one container and a bilayer as two containers. In contrast to  





lipid distribution  in  MembraneEditor   is  defined  separately   for  each  layer,  which makes 
sense in the light of the membrane asymmetry (Section 2.2.3)33.
Now that the 2D­KP was defined temporarily as the appropriate description for the LPP34, 



























applicable   to LPP.  Because the KP  is  a subclass  of  packing problems,   it   is  also NP­hard 











different  methods   are   used   to   remove   collisions.  Methods   like   the  minimization   and 



























microphotolysis  [PeBe83]  and theoretically confirmed for DLPC monolayers  [Olea87]. A 
similar value of 40.7 Å2  was derived for DPPC bilayers from electron diffraction studies 
[HCPP75].
Average   values   of   PC,   e.g.   with   unsaturated   chains,   often   range   from   65   to   70   Å2 
[PESM95]. Hulbert and Else observed cross­section areas of 60 to 70 Å2 for membranes at a 










MD simulations, a value of 64.5 Å2  was derived from a simulated DPPC  [PZKZ09]  and 
~54.8  Å2  from   a   simulated   POPC  bilayer  [JóMa07].   These   all­atom­based   simulations 
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to   label  metabolites.   A   simple   approach   to   elucidate   a   particular   reaction   is   to   feed 
nutrients incl. the isotope­labeled metabolites to an animal and to examine bodily fluids 







Of   course,   the   DNA   also   contains  most   of   the   information   regarding   the   metabolic 
properties   of   an   organism.  Transcriptomics  examine   the  whole   set   of   RNAs  which   is 








databases  exists.   In   contrast   to   the  preceding   two categories,   this  applies  especially   to 
37 Hybridization is the generation of double­stranded segments of complementary RNA and/or DNA 
sequences.
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pathway   and   localization   databases.   Therefore,   the   following   section   covers   mainly 
databases   which  were   used   during   this   work.   A   detailed   technical   analysis   of   these 
databases lies beyond the scope of this work.38
3.3.2.1 Pathway Databases

























BRENDA Section  3.3.2.2.2.  The products  and substrates  are named by  their  commonly 




cycle.   In   the   same section Table 4  included  two pathways  directly   interacting  with   the 
citrate cycle. Both pathways are found in the map of Figure 34. The citrate cycle is linked to 
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3.3.2.1.2 Reactome
Reactome  is   a   freely   available,   curated  Open   Source   project   developed   in   cooperation 
between the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and different American institutes. It 
contains a large variety of different pathways, for example, regulatory pathways, membrane 
trafficking,   disease­related  or  metabolic   pathways   correlated  with   gene­/protein­related 











1. the   localization   of   proteins   representing   the  molecular   level,   as   shown   in   Section 
3.2.2.1, and





to   the  other  databases  presented  here   is   the   fact   that   it   combines  pathway data  with 


























between   the  European  Bioinformatics   Institute  (EBI),   the  Protein   Information Resource 



















may   be   a   cell   component,   an   intra­compartmental   location   or   a   sentence   describing 
location­related facts.
3.3.2.2.4 The Gene Ontology and the Redundancy of Terms
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and shows its spatial  interdependencies: “integral to plasma membrane”   “intrinsic to→  























different   data   sources   can   be   accessed.  Of   course,   it   is   possible   to  manually   visit   all 
websites, collect the data and try to evaluate it afterwards. But this process would be very 
time­consuming for the user. Therefore, another approach should be introduced, integrating 







can   be   acquired   directly   by   using   an   Internet   connection.   But   there   are   two  major 
drawbacks of these methods: first, one´s own software development strongly depends on 
third party software. Therefore, potential changes have to be implemented anytime, the 
reliability  of   the  web  service   cannot  be  guaranteed  and   it   is  normally  not  possible   to  





The  Bio  DataWareHouse  (BioDWH)  is  one   such  solution  developed  in   the  Bio­/Medical 
Informatics  Department  of  Bielefeld  University.   It   consists  of  different   tools,   combining 
techniques like Java, Web Services and XML­Parsing. It was developed independently from 
the   underlying   database  management   system   (like  MySQL,  Oracle)   and   is   query   able 
directly via MySQL queries (only in the Intranet) or via web service connection (from the 

















based on published  literature.  As  a   logical   consequence,   text  mining   is  an appropriate 
approach to extract information from a textual corpus.










• associative   bonds   between   proteins,   genes,   compounds,   cellular   components,   and 
diseases.














M.D.   and   text  mining   approaches   like   ANDCell   can   be   used   for   the   verification   and 
extension of knowledge and for the identification of false positives. The data of curated 
databases   is  naturally  more   reliable,  but   the  automated  extraction  method  often   finds 
additional results which are also valid [STKH10]. 
Figure 38: ANDVisio: Visualization of a MPDZ protein­protein interaction network
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3.3.4 Network Mapping Problem








to  distinguish   it   from   regular   network  mapping   problems  which   usually   apply   to   the 
domains of network­connectivity and Internet architecture [HoLZ08]. 













for   the  distribution.   In   the   three­dimensional   context,   the   term  object  should  be  more 
appropriate and will be used hereafter. But of course there are also important differences. 











The  maximal   possible   area   per   node   simultaneously   is   the   prerequisite   for   an   equal 
distribution of the nodes on the surface area of the object.







Now   that   OPT_NMP_MAX_AREA   is   defined,   the  Network   Layout   Problem  has   to   be 
addressed by also taking the connections between the nodes into account. This has to be 











forces   prevent   node   collisions.   Therefore,   this   layout   tries   to   reach   a   state   close   to 
equilibration, resulting in the following optimum definition:
• OPT_NMP_ENERGY: The optimum is an equilibrated layout.













all  mentioned  databases,   resulting   in   the   introduction  of   an   appropriate   programming 
language.














Table 6  shows   an   overview  of 
all databases discussed and the 
according   categories   found   in 
the   Nucleic   Acids   Res. 
mentioned   above,   in 
comparison   to   the  ones   found 
in   this   work.   Comparing   the 
categories   it   shows   that   the 











































































































































Protein Databases (3.2.2.1) X X X X X






Localization Databases (3.3.2.2) X X X X X X












different   operation   environments.   In   addition,   the   preceding   section   mentioned   the 
databases needed for the Virtual Cell environment. The programming language has to also 
support the database access via MySQL. Last but not least it is important that the language 





Java  is  an object­oriented programming  language.  A  great  advantage  in comparison  to 
languages like C++ is the fact that it was developed right from the beginning around 1993 
as a web­technologies­oriented programming language. Resulting from this initial decision, 
it  is system­independent, which means that it  is compatible with all  systems supporting 
Java,   like  Microsoft®  Windows®,  Linux or  MacTM  OS X.  Simultaneously   it   implements 
many aspects  which were already established by C++. Java programs are able   to   run 
within common web browsers  like Microsoft®   Internet Explorer®  or Mozilla Firefox as 
Java applets. But for CELLmicrocosmos projects, another technology was used: Java Web 
Start.  Web  Start  programs   can  be   installed  directly   from  the  browser  and   can  be   run 
independently   from an  Internet   connection after   the   installation process   is   finished.   In 
addition, these programs can be updated automatically on­line if the original resources in 
the web were actualized.







in   conjunction   with   C/C++   and   therefore   the   compiled   binary   data   is   not   system­
independent.
To overcome these obstacles, Java 3D was established and first released in 1998. Since 













should   be   manipulated   –   for   example,   added   or   removed   –   during   runtime.   The 
BranchGroup on the left contains a  Shape3D  object. These are three­dimensional objects 
which in the following chapters will  represent,  for example, the cell  components which 
could   be   imported  by  using   the  VRML97­import­module   of   Java  3D.   In   addition,   this 
Shape3D could be substituted by a primitive object like a sphere or a cube. The Shape3D 
object features two additional nodes:  appearance and geometry. These terms were already 
mentioned   in   conjunction   with   the   VRML97­content   and   reflect   exactly   the   same 
functionality   (Figure  25,   Section  3.1.3.4).   The   right   BranchGroup   contains   first   a 
TransformGroup.   This   consists   of   a   4x4  matrix,   encompassing   a   3x3   rotation  matrix 
reflecting   the   orientation   of   the   appended   object,   and   a   vector   (x,y,z)   containing   its 
translation.   In   this   case,   the   appended   object   is   the  View   Platform.   All   objects 













Of   course,   this  was 
only   a   short 
overview.   The 
explanation   of   all 
objects   relevant   for 
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4.1 [MES] Cell Modeling Tools
The term  cell modeling tools  brings together two quite different approaches: Applications 











application   of   the   CELLmicrocosmos   project.   This   was   very   important   for   its   future 
development:   a   sketch   for   the   functionality   needed   by   a   Virtual   Cell   environment 
[Somm06].  By  using   the  developer  edition  of  Amira,   a  module   called  DisplayCell  was 
developed by using C++ and the TCL/TK scripting interface (Section 3.1.3.1). 
This  project  was an educational  approach:   it  allowed navigating through a Virtual  Cell  
environment with the standard navigation techniques offered by Amira. A number of cell  















idea   is   to   combine   the   process   of   learning  with   gaming   experiences,   also   known   as 
edutainment. 





The   subject   of   Meta!Blast   is   a   plant,   linking   the   mesoscopic   to   the   anatomic   level 
[WBDK10]. Until now, only a demo game has been available. It can be downloaded from 







of   this  approach can already be found in publications regarding the MetNet3D project, 
discussed  in Section  4.3.3.2.  Therefore,   the  outcome will  probably  be  amazing  and an 
important contribution to communication between science and school [CHDW07].
A powerful  feature of  Meta!Blast  is  the support of  NVIDIA®  3D Vision®,   therefore 3D 
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tools like Cinema 4D, Maja, and Blender. Its alpha version is available at:
http://autofill.grahamj.com
AutoCell  is an extension of  AutoFill  optimized for cytological modeling. Molecular shape­









and  synthetic  biology”  [FoLa07].  Therefore,   the  aims  are  quite   similar   to   those  of   the 
CELLmicrocosmos   CellEditor   (Subchapter  5.1).   In   their   first   and   second   publication 
[LaFo08] discuss – each of them on one page – the vision of a Virtual Cell environment. The 
first prototype tried to model all the components involved in the transcription process of 
















LifeExplorer   project   and   extended   by   a   few   functions.   For   example,   it   is   possible   to 
combine, manipulate and animate different molecular structures based on the PDB format. 


























The  E­Cell  project   is   developed   at   the   Keio   University   at   the   Institute   for   Advanced 
Bioscience. The first version of E­Cell was already developed and published before 2000 





on   the   so­called  Substance­Reactor  Model   (SRM)  consisting  of   three   classes:  Substance, 
Reactor and the System. 




















actual components  is  represented by a list  with selectable  items on the left  side of the 
41 For an overview on cellular modeling environments please refer to [LoSc01].
















biologists  and mathematical  biologists  and bioengineers.  For this purpose,  it  provides a 
user­friendly browser GUI written in JAVA encouraging biologists who have only a little 
additional  mathematical   and/or   physical   training   to  work  with   this   tool.   It   is   able   to 
automatically convert a biological model into a mathematical system of ordinary and/or 
partial differential equations, a base for the subsequent simulation.





It  enables   the modeling of  electrophysiological  as  well  as  biochemical  processes.  These 
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Figure 48: VCell: The FRAP of nuclear FR: the network
Figure 49: VCell: The FRAP of nuclear FR: the two­dimensional distribution
For enabling the direct  comparison of  wet  lab experiments with the data generated by 
VCell, the same spatial as well as temporal records are saved. They can be analyzed by  
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4.1.2.3 CompuCell3D






























Another   simulation   approach   should   be   shortly  mentioned,   representational   for   those 
computational  approaches which do not  support  a  graphical   representation of   the cell: 
ENVIRONMENT. This software integrates the mathematical/stochastic simulation of vesicles 
as well as complete protocells based on Monte Carlo algorithms. Moreover, it considers 
membrane   heterogeneity   by   taking   different   lipid   types   into   account   under   aqueous 
conditions (Section  2.2.3). For example, the development of a number of homogeneous 
POPC   and   oleic   acid   vesicles  was   simulated.  Over   time,   the   oleic   acid   vesicles  were 
completely gripped by the POPC vesicles and a heterogeneous mixture was created. The 
results are visualized as statistical representations over time.













































































Availability Plugin X X
Standalone X X X X X
Web Start X




Dimensions 2D X X X
3D X X X X 3D X





X X X X X
Subcellular X X X X
Organisms X
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2D Visualization X X X
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According   to   the  communities  and  the usage  frequency of   the  websites,   the  VCell  and 


























that   this  work   follows   quite   a   different   approach   from   those  works   discussed   in   the 
preceding paragraph.
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4.2 [MOL] Membrane Modeling Tools
The   tools   on   the  mesoscopic   level   have   been   introduced:   it   has   been   represented   by 














task  lies   in  the modeling process  of   the membrane.  Therefore,  here only a   list  of  PDB 
viewers is given, which have been tested in the past with membranes exported from CmME. 
Although the PDB format has a clear definition, there are a number of exceptions which 
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4.2.2.1 A Grid­based Method using MOE
MOE, the Molecular Operating Environment is a commercial, well­established and powerful 

































• The placement  of   this  grid­based method  is  very  simple and  far   from being  natural. 
Collisions   of   the   atoms   are   not   taken   into   account.   Therefore,   many   different 
minimization and equilibration steps will be needed before the simulation can start (see 
also Section 3.2.5.3 and the MOE application in [SDGS11]).
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Figure 54: The MOE Membrane Grid script
In the right bottom corner the GUI defined by the panel (see Figure 55 for the script's results)












The commercial software  ChemSite Pro®  from the company ChemSW®  is a package to 
model   and   simulate  membranes  [10a].   Compared   to   all   other   stand­alone   programs 
showing parallels with MembraneEditor, it provides the most intuitive approach to model 
membranes for regular users. The program version discussed here is 7. A full functional 
demo version was used for   this  review.  In addition,   the program can also be achieved 
packaged  with   the  MolSuite  which   comes  with   improved  MD   packages   as  well   as   a 
database containing different molecular structures.




strictly  quadratic  shaped membrane is  defined by the number of  lipids along the edge. 
Therefore it is also a grid­based approach without the option to take different sizes of lipids 
into account. Then, the distance between the molecules can be defined in Ångstrom. The 
width  of   each  membrane   side   can  be   computed  by  multiplying   the  distance  with   the 
number of lipids. The number of water layers at each side of the membrane can be defined 
(Section 3.2.3). Finally, there is a section where a virtually unlimited number of lipid types 
can be  correlated  with   the  membrane model.  Each molecule   type   is   correlated  with  a 
percent value for the mole composition. If the membrane should not be symmetrical and a 
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The addition of water layers is often needed for MD simulations, but these layers have to be 
adjusted to the heads of lipids. As can be seen in Figure 56, parallel rows of water layers 
are  placed beneath   the  heads  of   the  highest   lipid  heads.  This  creates  a   large  distance 




format   contains   the   coordinate   information   and   some   further   information   regarding 
charges and so forth. It is not possible to use PDB files to generate these membranes. But it 
is   simple   to   translate   PDB   files   to   lib   files   by   using  ChemSite   Pro   and   to   use   them 
afterwards   for   the  membrane building  process.  The  library  coming  with  ChemSite  Pro 
contains six different types: four phospholipids, one phosphatic acid and one cholesterol. 







arachidonic,   nervonic   acid  or  EPA.   For  R3,  water,   ethanolamine,   choline,   serine,  myo­
inositol  or  glycerol  may  be   chosen.  For   the  glycerol  backbone   it   can  be  chosen   if   the 
resulting lipid should be a phospholipid. In the latter case the type of linkage for the R1 

































One   tool   collection   found   at   this  website   is   called   the   “Input  Generator”.   There,   the 
Membrane Builder  tool is located. Homogeneous as well as heterogeneous bilayers can be 
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The first  method  is  called the  Replacement  method.  The protein/membrane complex  is 




possible   to  generate   rectangular  as  well  as  hexagonal   shapes.  Of  course,   this  does not 
































the  membrane  complexes  with   the  program MarvinSpace  via   the   link   “view structure” 
which is found behind every link to a generated PDB file. Unfortunately, this program often 
does not start, giving error messages like “Slab creation failedundefined” and if   it  does 
start,   it   is  very slow. For this reason  it  might be a problem to  judge the quality of  the 
generated membrane without using PDB viewers on the local computer (see Section 4.2.1). 








However,   the  workflow and   the   results   provided  by  CHARMM­GUI  are   very  powerful, 
especially for users of the commercial CHARMM software package. In addition, it provides 
output   files   compatible  with  NAMD/VMD (see   the   following   section),   so  users  of   this 
software package also might be interested in using this tool. Analyzing publications citing 















































VMD  (Visual  Molecular  Dynamics)  is   a   powerful   and   established  program  to   visualize, 







membrane -l <lipid_name> -x <size_in_X> -y <size_in_Y> {-o <output_prefix>}
The variables show the capabilities of this tool:  ­l  is followed by the lipid name or better: 





need not be quadratic   in shape. But   it   is  not  possible  to  generate monolayers and the 
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generated bilayers may only contain one lipid type. Finally, the variable ­o defines the prefix 
for   the   membrane   output   files.   These   files   are   two­fold:   a   PDB   file   containing   the 




additionally   solvated   by   using   the  Solvate   plugin  from   Grubmüller   and   Groll   which 
generates an irregularly­shaped disordered water layer [GrGr96]. The resulting membrane 
structure can be directly used via VMD for MD simulations. 
In addition,   Ilya Balabin provided a simple method  to place a  protein  into the bilayer  
generated before. But in addition to the PDB file containing the coordinates, again the PSF 
file is needed. Therefore VMD contains the plugin  psfgen, which can be used to generate 






















headgroups   to  be  placed  beneath  a  predefined  plane.  This   is  quite  powerful,  but   also 
requires the user to have an exact view of the coordinate space. And although everything 
might   be   configured   correctly,   the   generation   of   a   heterogeneous  membrane  may   be 
accompanied by many problems. Packmol immediately tries to equilibrate the structure. 
And   this   process   often  will   not  work   if   the   structures   are   too   complex,   because   the 
equilibration might never be reached. Accordingly the user has to use the try and error 




































CHARMM­based  force  fields.   It   is  not  possible   to  use customized molecule models   like 
special lipids. In addition, it might be a problem to use a membrane which was equilibrated 





system   and   geometry.   The   lipid   models   used   with   Packmol   have   to   optimized   and 
geometrically adjusted. For this purpose, other tools are needed, for example, PyMol or the 
PDB files and the coordinates have to be written from scratch. In addition, Packmol does 



















































Heterogeneity X (X) X
Hexagonal Shape X
Relative Lipid Ratio X





Rectangular Shape X X X X X
Reproducibility
Total lipid number X X X
Water Layer Build X X X X
Pipelines Ext. Simulation Package X X X X
Ext. Visualization Package X X X










Simulation Equilibration (X) X X X
Minimization (X) X X X
Simulation X X X
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intended as  a  pure   two­dimensional  modeling  environment   supporting  exploration and 
analysis of experimental data  [JuKS06]. For this purpose various external databases like 




development   of   various   extensions.   Two   of   these   –   going   beyond   two­dimensional 
visualization – are discussed in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.3.5.
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4.3.1.3 VANESA
VANESA (Visualization and Analysis of Networks in Systems Biology Applications)  is a Java­

















As mentioned before (Section  4.3.1.2),  VANTED  is  often used  to  visualize and analyze 
KEGG  maps   (Section  3.3.2.1.1).   Those   KEGG  maps   usually   handle   specific   biological 
pathways which apply to a large number of organisms. Naturally, these organism­specific 
pathways do often only vary  in details.  To create the possibility   to also compare small 
differences across species, Brandes, Dwyer and Schreiber introduced a method to compare 









A   similar  approach   is  now also  part  of   the  VANTED  tool  discussed  before.  The  major 
difference   is   that  WilmaScope   is   able   to   sort   the   different   networks   based   on   their 















two  different  networks,  multiple  networks  are  compared.  This  approach  should  enable 
inter­domain comparison of large­scale networks which are – in the definition of the related 
publication – hundreds of nodes and thousands of connections [POSS08].
Different  methods   like   Fruchterman­Reingold   or   hierarchical   layout   algorithms   can   be 
applied   (Section  3.3.4.2).   For   example,   Figure  64  shows   a  network  originated  by   the 
Huntington´s disease. On the first layer, the involved genes are shown, then, on the second 
layer, the gene­encoded proteins are shown. And finally, the third layer shows the structural 
associations.  The   circle­like   structure   and   the   grouping  of   nodes   gives   an   idea  of   the 
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red nodes represent the genes and on the top layer, blue nodes symbolize the gene­encoded 
proteins.   The   coloring   of   the   edges   codes   different   interaction   types:   red,   genetic 






enable   the   user   to   download,   visualize   and   animate   the   data.   But   until   recently 
(22.11.2011), only an executable file for Mac OS X is provided, although the publication 
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4.3.3 3D Network Modeling Tools
In the preceding section the step between two and three dimensions has been discussed. 
Different   two­dimensional   layers   holding   networks   featuring   a   two­dimensional   layout 





which   provide   interactive   elements.   Static   three­dimensional   visualizations   of   cells 
consisting of a number of rendered images and/or animations, are not taken into account.47
4.3.3.1 Metabolic Pathways in VRML
Igor  Rojdestvenski   is   one  of   the  pioneers   in   the  area  of  3D visualization  of  biological 
networks.   In   2002/2003   he   introduced   the  Metabolic   Network   Visualizer   (MNV).   It 
supported  an  XML­based  format  which   showed similarities   to   the  currently  established 
SBML language  [HFSB03]. His approach was available to web­users by a simple HTML­
front­end.  The  website  was   implemented  using  CGI   programming.   It   generated  VRML 
models   (Section  3.1.3.4)   which   could   be   visualized   with   VRML­browser­plugins   like 
Cortona3D  [11n].   There  was   a   constructor­mode  which   enabled   the   user   to   generate 




structures  by   taking  advantage  of   three­dimensional   space.  Especially  aspects   like   line­
crossing   and   the   reduction   of   topological   constraints   known   from   two­dimensional 
visualizations should be omitted. For this purpose the MNV implementation followed the 
Focus+Context paradigm [RoFl97]:




algorithm  [KaKa89]  (see  also  Section  3.3.4.2).   In  addition,  Rojdestvenski  used  already 
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4.3.3.2 MetNetVR
A first prototype of  MetNet3D  developed at the Iowa State University was introduced in 
2003  [DYBR03].   This   system   used   the   databases  MetNetDB  [WLDZ03]  and   ARACYC 
[RBBC03] as a starting point to generate metabolic networks in 3D. Already at that time 
there was a plan to correlate these networks with a Virtual Cell environment. A CAVE (Cave  











hierarchical   layouts   first   introduced   in  2006,   called  MetNetVR  [YWCD06].  This  update 
included a first approach of the compartmentalization of a molecular network. Figure  66 
and  67  show   such   a   network   in   which  molecules   are   involved   in   six   different   cell 
components.   The   overview   of   the   whole   network   is   visualized   in   Figure  66.   Three 
Arabidopsis­related pathways are combined here: Acetyl­CoA biotin, starch degradation and 
starch synthesis. The compartments are symbolized by simple, labeled boxes. In Figure 67 
the   plastid   has   been   expanded,   showing   the  whole   network   correlated  with   this   cell  




the   future   development   of   MetNet3D.   This   graphic   can   be   found   in   the   MetNet3D 
































(Courtesy  of/Copyright  ©  2007 by American Chemical  Society.  Reprinted with permission  
from [HoWW07])









stable   complex   and/or   bilateral   interactions.   In   addition,   it   is   possible   to   adjust   the 




The   node   colors   are   especially   used   to   visualize   different   aspects   of   a   protein   like 
interaction types and other proteomic data, and of course: localizations. In Figure 70, five 




Figure  71.A   shows   eight   components   of   complex   18.   Seven   of   these   components   are 
localized at the nucleus (navy). Only one component, FIP1 is unannotated (red). By the 
colocalizations   of   the   other   components   it   is   a   simple   task   to   predict   the   nucleus   as 
localization for FIP1. In Figure 71.B, complex 121 is localized at the bud neck (green) as 
well   as   the   cell   periphery   (blue).   CDC3   is   an   unannotated   member   (red).   But   the 
localization   can   be   inferred   by   the   other   four   proteins.   Finally,   in   Figure  71.C,  most 
components of complex 61 are localized at the actin (purple). But one element, ARP2, is 
localized at the punctate composite (yellow). In contrast to the preceding two examples, 




In   contrast   with   the   previously   discussed  work,   the  Interactorium  integrates   different 
cellular   levels   into   one   application:   the   protein   as  well   as   protein   complexes,   protein 




system   is   the   high   performance   provided:   according   to   the   authors,   6,000   complexes 
containing 40,000 protein nodes can be visualized.
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Figure 74: The Interactorium: the different cell components are visualized as geometric spheres
Figure 75: The Interactorium: inside the nucleus









































As   most   approaches   discussed   above,   a   force­directed   layout   is   applied   to   visualize 
networks [FrRe91]. In addition, a Fast Multipole Multilevel Method (FM3) [HaJü05] and a 
Span Tree algorithm are available.









By using the  VistaClara  plugin for Cytoscape  [KiKC08], it is also possible to work with a 
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The central image of Figure 77 shows a cell model which can be associated with a network. 
By  using  VTK,  3ds  and  Wavefront   files   can  be   imported   into  3DScape.  The   import  of 

























table,   the   reason   was   already   mentioned   (Section  4.3.1);   implicitly   Cytoscape   is 
represented by 3DScape and VANTED by HIVE.
The   two­and­a­half­dimensional   network   visualization   is   presented   by   WilmaScope, 
Arena3D  and  BioCichlid.  Arena3D  seems   to  be   the  most   vital   project,   because   it  was 










There   are   only   three   projects   which   integrated   sub­compartmental   placing   of   nodes: 












In   addition,   none   of   these   tools   provide   (semi­)automatic   localization   capabilities   for 
proteins. The localization information has to be acquired manually. 
The requirements   for  the creation of  a  Virtual  Cell  correlated with a   localized protein­
associated network resulting from these observations is discussed in Section 5.3.1.



















































































2D X X X
2.5D X X X X





















3D Navigation X X X X X







































































Focus + Context X X X
Sorting Tables
Layouts Clustering X X
Fan X
FM3 X



























X X X X X
Pathways Metabolism X X X X X
Protein­Protein 
Interaction
X X X X X X X
Signaling X X X X
Table 9: A comparison of all network modeling tools discussed in this work
The complete table is found in Appendix 9.19.3
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5 Methods and Implementation








even   today   a   substitute   for   Hooke's   pencil   is   needed   –   an   electronic   substitute:   the 
computer. This chapter is dedicated to exactly this topic.
The basics for an Integrative Cell  Modeling environment have been introduced and the 
related  approaches  have  been  discussed.   It  was  already  mentioned  in   the   introductory 
chapter that in the recent years three different tools have been developed. The following 
subchapters will be subdivided into three sections:
1. Requirements,   giving   a   short   description   of   the   aspects   the   related   project   should 
provide,
2. Methods,   introducing   the   different   procedures   and   further   developments   of   the 





Now the  methods and  implementation  for  each of   these  approaches  will  be  discussed: 
Mesoscopic   Modeling   (Subchapter  5.1),   Molecular   Modeling   (Subchapter  5.2),   and 
Functional  Modeling  (Subchapter  5.3).  Also   this  chapter  will   conclude with  Integrative 
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is   the   break­down   of   complex   cell­biological   information   to   a   model   providing   an 






The   third   abstraction   level   uses   simple   symbols   and/or   objects   as   substitutes   for   cell 
components. The visual differentiation of these models might be a problem.
R1.IV Multiple Cell Component Types
A  large  variety  of   cell   component   types   exists   (Section  2.1.3).  The  application   should 
provide a subset of cell components to be useable for regular application cases.
R1.V Cell Component Layers
As   discussed   before   (Section  2.1.3),   cell   components   contain   different   layers   like 








there are some basic  rules  which can be  taken  into account   for   their  distribution.  The 
application should provide different methods to place cell components into the cell.







The   three­dimensional  modeling  of   3D   shapes   –   like   cell   components   –   needs   special 
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5.1.2.1 Cell Component Modeling and Abstraction Levels
Prior   to   discussing   the   different  methods   to  model   cell   components   visually   in   three 
dimensions,   some   initial   thoughts   about   the   granularity   of   cell   modeling   should   be 
formulated.
The   problem   of   cell   modeling   arises   from   the   different   types   of   image   generation 
techniques. In contrast with the modeling of a toy car, where the original model as well as  
all   technicalities  are completely  known (at   least   if   the original  blue  print   is  available), 











2. ABS_LEV_2:  interpretative cell   component models  based on different   two­ or   three­




































was   semi­manually   segmented   by   using   the  Image   Segmentation  Editor  of   Amira.   The 
screenshot in Figure 84 shows the image stack from three different perspectives. Especially 
if a closed shape is needed – like the outer membrane of a mitochondrion – the tracking of  
a complex shape by an algorithm will  often fail.  The reason is that a mitochondrion is  
surrounded by two membranes. Analyzing the images, the two lines of both membranes 
sometimes converge (see Figure  84, top­center image). On the left top of Figure  84  the 
resulting three­dimensional shape is shown which has to be exported for external use. For 
this purpose, Amira provides a VRML97 export module (Section 3.1.3.4).
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Figure 85: Amira: The surface of a mitochondrial data set derived from the CCDB 
It is computed by a special algorithm part of Amira (CCDB­ID: 3864)






this   approach   generates  many   artifacts   as  well   as   holes   inside   the  membrane.   These 
problems could be fixed by using the modeling capabilities of Amira. But those are very 
rudimentary   and   it   would   be   quite   time­consuming   to   close   the   surface   manually. 
Therefore, 3ds Max was used for this purpose, as shown in Figure 86 (Section 3.1.3.2). 
In addition, another workaround was done using 3ds Max. As mentioned before, the image 
stack  contained only   the  upper   fragment  of  a  mitochondrion.  Therefore,   this  part  was 
duplicated and mirrored to create a closed model. This is a concession to the fact that a 
high resolution  image stack of  a  complete mitochondrion was not  available  during  the 
modeling process. 
51 This data was previously shown on the CCDB webpage in Figure 22.












Usually   there   are   no   atomic 
structures   for   cell   components 
available.   An   exception   is   the 
eukaryotic   ribosome   (Section 
2.1.3.7),   the   largest   asymmetric 
biological   molecule   structure 
currently known. The determination 
of its atomic structure was honored 
with   the   Nobel   Prize   in   2009.   A 
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model of a ribosome can be generated by combining the PDB structures 1GIX and 1GIY. 






















Finally,   the   third   abstraction   level   (ABS_LEV_3)  provides   models   featuring   an 
oversimplification. These models might be spheres as can be seen in Figure  89  and also 
known from The Interactorium (Section  4.3.3.4) or  simple cubes as  seen  in MetNetVR 
(Section 4.3.3.2). Here, the aim is not a good visualization of cellular reality. The aim is a 
simple structure,  which might  be utilized for  functional visualizations (see also Section 
6.3.1.6).
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components   (Section  2.1.3).   During   the   development   of   CellEditor,   the   portfolio   of 
available   cell   components   steadily   grew.   For   the  ABS_LEV_2  and  ABS_LEV_3   all   cell 





Eukaryotic Cell Prokaryotic Cells
SphereCellComponent Size (nm) SphereCellComponent Size (nm)
Nucleolus 500 Storage Granule 500









Mitochondrion 4000 Cytoplasmic Membrane 4000
Chloroplast 4500
Peroxisome 5000 Capsule 5000
Vesicle 5500




Cell Wall 8500 Cell Wall 8500
Extracellular Matrix 9000 Extracellular Matrix 9000
Unknown 10000 Unknown 10000
Table 10: SphereCell Composition showing all CellEditor cell component types
Now, ABS_LEV_3 should be focused. In context of CellEditor, the SphereCell was created. 
This   is   a   sphere­shaped   cell   containing   all   cell   components   in   a   centered  position.   In 
52 For a full list, please see Appendix 9.17.3.
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Table 10 the SphereCellComponents together with the nm­values are listed which apply to 
the sphere´s diameters. These diameters do not explicitly represent the natural size of the 


















In  Section  3.1.1  different  microscopy   types  were  discussed.  The choice  of   the   staining 
method   changes   the   color   of   the   cell   component   on   the   resulting  microscopic   image. 














that this will  not be possible,  due to the different focuses of  the different color coding  
methods.
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Already at the beginning of the CELLmicrocosmos project the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E, 
Section 3.1.1.1) coloring was chosen as a good solution in conjunction with cell models of  
ABS_LEV_1  and/or  ABS_LEV_2.  First   of   all,   this   is   one  of   the  most   common coloring 
technique in cytology, therefore the recall value is very high for experts and amateurs who 
are  facing a  cell  (model)   for   the  first   time so they do not get  a  false  first   impression. 
Second,   the   coloring   reflects   from   a   certain   perspective   the   functionality   of   the   cell  
components.  The  nucleus   is   colored   in  blue,   caused  by   the  hematoxylin   coloring.  The 
reason is the overall positive charge of the nucleus which is normally associated with blue. 
The  nuclear   environment   is   colored  by  eosin,  because   it   is   on   the   average  negatively 
charged which is normally associated with the color red. And the third important aspect is  
the beauty of   the resulting visualization,  because  the use  of   too many colors  normally 
results in visual chaos [Somm04].
This coloring method works very nice for cell components which can be recognized by their 



















outperformed,  because   it   contains  only  22   colors.  Paul  Green­Armytage   introduced  an 
extensive work on creating a color alphabet,   featuring 26 different high­contrast colors  

























intense.   The   golgi   apparatus   which   is   highly­involved   in   transportation   processes,   is 
orpiment/orange, a color often found in the logistic sector. The lysosome, transporting and 
processing waste materials, shimmering in (s)lime. Peroxisomes are involved in the break­
down of   fatty  acids,   therefore   they were  assigned  to  yellow,  a  color  often used  in   the 




available  color   from all  26 color  codes provided.  Finally,   the unknown area  features  a 
neutral iron.
The prokaryotic cell contains only a few additional cell components (see also Table 10). 
The cell   components   substituting   the  cell/plasma Membrane  of   the  eukaryotic   cell  are 



















It   is   important   to   notice   that   the   difference   to   a   simple   color   coding  method   is   the 
implementation of sequential values.
Levkowitz stated,   that  the  linear  gray scale outperforms even optimized color  scales   in 
terms of a sequential, ascending order. Even his newly proposed scale (discussion follows) 
is   outperformed   by   the   linear   gray   scale   in   certain   tasks   like   image   analysis   and   the 
distinction   of   small   abnormalities  [Levk97,   pp.126,   132].  But   the   examinations   of 




















































(JNDs)  was   introduced,   defining   the   number   of   visually   distinguishable   colors.   The 
optimization of a color scale tries to maximize the number of distinct perceived colors on a 
monitor   while   simultaneously   maintaining   the   natural   order   among   its   colors.   The 
naturalness depends on the hue and saturation of the colors and how these aspects match 









color cell  components.  As will  be discussed  later,  normally not all  cell  components  are 
needed   for   functional   visualizations.   For   this  purpose   the  Primary  Colors  will   also  be 
sufficient. Simple color scales representing transitions between two colors like the BTC and 
BTY are somewhat problematic caused by the shading and transparency effects. In Figure 
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5.1.2.4 Cell Component Layers
Meets Requirement R1.V
In the section discussing the cell  components  it  was shown that many cell  components 
contain more than one layer 2.1.3. In contrast to other Virtual Cell approaches ignoring this 
fact  during   the  generation  of   cell  models,   like  Meta!Blast   (Section  4.1.1.2),  MetNetVR 











they   contain   only   one   transparent   layer,   in   contrast   to   cell   components   like   the 
mitochondrion,   which   appears   to   be   quite   opaque   in   Figure  89.   In   the   case   of   the 
mitochondrion model, the resulting structure from Figure 90 shown in Figure 82.2 contains 





















Only   the   cell  membrane   is   restricted   to   one   single   component,   because   they   are   the 
reference object for the cell  component distribution which will be discussed in the next 
section.











The   reference   point   is   the   cell   membrane   for   eukaryotic   cells   and   the   cytoplasmic 
membrane for prokaryotic cells. The algorithm tries to distribute the cell components inside 










There   are,   however,   some   cell   components  which   are   excluded   from   the   distribution 




























tag,   the  linked VRML97­files  in  the “vrmlFile”­tag and  in the “vrmlObject”­tag,  the 4x4 
matrix, containing the rotation and the translation of the VRML­object. The “pdbFiles”­Tag 
will be described later (Section 5.4.2.3).
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<placePDB cellType="p">
  <execution type="mapObject">
    <vrmlFile name="mod_extracellular_matrix_plant_17000.WRL" />
    <vrmlObject name="Extracellular Matrix" matrix="1.0,-0.0,0.0,-0.0,-0.0,1.0,-0.0,-0.0,0.0,-
0.0,1.0,-0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0" />
    <pdbFiles>
      <pdbFile name="null" />






The   CELLmicrocosmos   1.1   CellExplorer   (CmCX)   was   developed   based   on   the 









to  Appendix  9.15  for   version   information.  The   included   third­party   libraries   and   their 
licenses are shown in Table 11.
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tools  were  introduced.   It  was shown that   these programs provide a)  good solution for  
specific problems but they are quite complicated for the user or b) are very simple to use  
but produce  impractical  results.  Here a user­friendly program will  be  introduced which 














into  account,   in  order   to  generate  a  model  which  is  most  widely  compatible  with   the 
biological reality of a membrane environment.
R2.III Membrane Composing










use   server  PCs   or   even   cluster   environments   (Section  3.2.3).   It   has   to   be  possible   to 
generate preview membranes within a few seconds as well as more precise compositions 
which may need a few minutes. Of course, for special, extreme application cases it may be 
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Section  3.2.4).  Algorithms   implemented   to   generate  membrane   assemblies   have   to   be 
classified according the MPP.
R2.VII Restriction to Geometrical Problem Solving





























There   should   be   a   possibility   to   re­import   membrane   models   generated   with 
MembraneEditor   in   case   the   atomic   structure  was   changed   by   external   programs   like 
GROMACS (Section 3.2.3).
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R2.XIV Modularity
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For this reason, MembraneEditor provides a PDB Property dialog which can be used to 
adjust the settings to the respective application. This dialog will also be important if the 
























or   automatically   by   placing   it   at   a   random position   into   the  membrane.  The   vertical 
placement is a process which can be done manually by rotating and translating the protein 





files  providing the PDBTM matrix  information.  This  matrix,  originally  generated by the 




MembraneEditor.  Afterwards  it   is  possible   to  use  the dummy atoms contained  in these 
special  PDB  files   to   re­orient   the  protein  with  respect   to   the  membrane  layer  (Section 
3.2.2.1.5).

































For  minimizing   the   complexity  of   the  packing  processes   it   is   important   to   reduce   the 
complexity   of   the   different   molecules   containing   up   to   thousands   of   atoms.   The 
MembraneEditor provides two approaches to make abstractions of the complex molecular 
structures:
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1. The shape collision method (Figure 99 left) generates a three­dimensional outer shape 
of the molecule providing a closed surface for collision­detection. The closed surface 






for   spherical   intersections.   In   contrast   to   the   shape   collision   method,   atomic 











The   shape­based   visualization,   reflecting 
























(LPA).  As mentioned before,  all  algorithms discussed  in this section focus on the outer 









plugin   algorithm The  Wanderer,   discussed   and  developed   in   the   context   of   this  work 
(Section 5.2.2.6 and Subchapter 6.2).
The simplest algorithm discussed here is the Linear Placing (LP). It places lipids row by row, 
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In addition,  there  is  a special  version of  RP called the  Distributor.   It   integrates   the RP 
algorithm as the basic filling process. But instead of limiting the number of runs by the 
manual user­invoked termination, the Distributor runs until the predefined number of lipids 






The   third  algorithm  in   the   family  of   random placing  algorithms  discussed  here   is   the 
Advanced  Random Placing   (AP).  This   algorithm  is   also   finite,   but   in   contrast  with   the 
Distributor it is not possible to define a concrete D l. Another unique characteristic is the 
subdivision of the membrane patch into smaller parts during computation. For all these sub­
problems  the  RP method   is  again  applied.  Additional  user­definable  properties  are   the 
range for the random orientation, shifting and tilting. Each of those parameters affects the 
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The approach of using a half dimension as an intermediate step in special approaches is not 
new.  Dyckhoff   introduced a  one­and­a­half­dimensional  packing  problem describing   the 
combination   of   a   one­dimensional   problem  with   continuous  measurements  [DyKr85]. 
Packing   approaches   differing   from   the   KP   sometimes   also   feature   two­and­a­half­




























lnew  has   reached a vacant  place,   the  process  wanderForFreedomEast()  finishes.  The next 
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01 placing attempts pa ;
02 maximal placing attempts pamax ;
03 actual row to place lipid rowact ;
04 actual column to place lipid col act ;
05 last row∈membrane row last ;
06 new lipid to place l new ;
07 rowact :=1 ;
08 colact :=1 ;
09 while(user_did_not_abort()) do {
10 l new :=generateNewLipid( rowact , colact ) ;
11 lnew . pos :=wanderForFreedomEast() ;
12 l new . pos :=wanderForFreedomSouth() ;
13 lnew . backup :=lnew . pos ;
14 if (wanderForFellow ) do {
15 l new . pos :=wanderForFellowWest() ;
16 l new . pos :=wanderForFellowNorth() ;
17 if (wanderDancing ) do l new . pos :=wanderForOptimalRotationWestNorth() ;
18 if (l new . pos.isNotValid ( )) do l new . pos :=l new . backup ;
19 }
20 if (l new . pos.isValid ()) do {
21 colact :=l new . pos.x ;
22 }else do {
23 l new . remove ();
24 }
25 pa := pa+ 1 ;
26 if ( pa≥ pamax){
27 if (rowact=row last) do {
28 break() ;
29 } else do {
30 rowact :=rowact+ 1 ;










The  last  optimization step  is   initiated  if   the  wanderForFellow process  has   finished and 
wanderDancing is activated. A lipid is dancing, if it turns along its Y­axis and tries to come 
even closer   to   the neighboring  molecule  by wandering west­north.  Finally,   if   there  are 
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two   lipids   already   placed   by   TW.   First,   a   new   lipid   is 
generated   and   placed   (see   also   Figure  100,   Line   10). 
Obviously this new lipid is positioned on top of the previously 
placed   lipid   –   they   are   intersecting.   Now   the  wandering 
process starts. The new lipid moves east for a free position 




not   needed   in   this   case,   because   the   lipid   is   already 




in   the   north.   Now   the   final   process   is   started:   the   lipid 






Combining   these  methodologies,   a   quite   dense   packing   is 
possible as will be shown in Section  6.2.1.1. Obviously it is 
also  a  greedy algorithm.   Its  characteristic  of  placing   lipids 
row by row is similar to the Linear Placing algorithm, but the 





The  algorithm The  Wanderer  was   introduced  as   a  plugin­
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understand  the  complex  structure  of  MembraneEditor.  The users  can  just   focus  on  the 
documentation of the plugin­interface. Using the stand­alone version of MembraneEditor 
enables   the   direct   integration   of   JAVA   files.  Moreover,   precompiled   JAR   files  may   be 





The   user   needs   a   single   jar   called   MembranePackingAlgorithm.jar   which   can   be 
downloaded   from   the   website  http://Cm2.CELLmicrocosmos.org.   The   included 
MembranePackingAlgorithm   class   has   to   be   extended   by   a   new   JAVA   class   which 
implements the corresponding methods. These methods can be used for integration with 
custom   algorithms.   In   Appendix  9.7  the   source   code   of   a   very   simple 
MembranePackingAlgorithm is shown.
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2. The XML/Cm2 file is saved in the REMARK section of the PDB file (Appendix 9.6). Of 











the lipid packing density, Dl  (Section  3.2.7).  A discussion regarding the large variety of 
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5.3 [FUN] Functional Modeling: Integrating Metabolic Networks 
into a Virtual Cell
In Subchapter 5.1 the methods and implementation of the mesoscopic level were discussed. 
This was needed to create the Virtual Cell environment which will be correlated with the 





This   subchapter   will   now   cover   all   aspects   which   have   been   implemented   in   the 
CELLmicrocosmos 4.2 PathwayIntegration. First, the requirements will  be listed (Section 
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R3.II Access to a Data Warehouse









It  must  be  possible   to   subdivide  different   localization  terms  which  might   reflect  a   cell 
component, its special segments or multiple different component types (Section 5.1.2.4).
R3.V Import of Localization Data












Different   networks  have   to   be   visually   distinguishable.  But   human   color   perception   is 
limited   to   a   number   of   colors,   especially   in   combination   with   a   three­dimensional 
visualization. Therefore appropriate coloring methods have to be provided.
R3.X Coloring Methods for the Localizations
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R3.XII Node Mapping Functions
In Subchapter  5.1  the generation of a Virtual Cell was discussed. This three­dimensional 
































or  imported. The different methods were already discussed in detail   in Subchapter  5.1. 
Therefore the focus of the following sections will be on the creation and localization of the  
biological network. 







The   initial   idea   of   CmPI   was   the 
localization   of   metabolic   pathways. 
The base for the pathway generation in this approach is the KEGG database discussed in 
Section 3.3.2.1.1. Those pathways can directly be loaded from the data warehouse DAWIS­
M.D. ­ introduced in Section  3.3.3.1  – into CmPI. Figure  104  shows the initial stage of 
CmPI:   in  the first  step,   the organism  is  chosen  in  the  Pathway Download and Creation  
Section, here: “Homo sapiens (hsa)”. In the second step, the KEGG pathway is chosen, in 




















SBML   Level   2   Version   3   and   4   (.sbml­extension)  [Özgü10].   Many   applications   are 
compatible by providing this format, for example: Vanesa [JKTH10], Carmen [SVTB10] or 







In   some   cases   it   is   not 




















by  double­clicking  onto   nodes   of   interest.   It   also   follows   the   focus+context   paradigm 









localization   were   introduced:   Reactome,   BRENDA, 
UniProt,   Gene   Ontology,   which   are   contained   in 














The  problem of   synonyms   for   localization  was   first   introduced  when   the  need   for   an 
appropriate vocabulary was discussed as the initial idea for The Gene Ontology database 
(Section  3.3.2.2.4).  Especially  when  querying  different   databases   for   localizations,   this 
problem persists.  Therefore, CmPI uses an internal mapping table to assign appropriate 
localizations.
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An important base to enable sub­sub­cellular localization of proteins is the fact that CmCX 
features multi­layered cell components (Section  5.1.2.4). Figure  90  showed the different 
layers  of   a  mitochondrion  model.   Table 13  shows   exemplarily   three  Localization  Terms 
mapped to each cell component layer of a mitochondrion. A Localization Term is a word, a 
sentence fragment or a complete sentence acquired from the database. Obviously it is not 
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A very important feature is the listing of Localization references. If a Localization is found 
in   the  database  of   an   .AND­file,   the   results   are   combined  with   information  about   the 
sources. These sources depend highly on the providing database. 
In case of ANDCell, the Localization Source contains the text fragment the Localization is 
based   on   together  with   the   link   to   the   underlying   PubMed   entry   using   the  website: 
“http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/”.
Full  publication  information  like   the  authors  and  the   title  of   the  work as  well  as  –   if 
available – the link to the PubMed abstract (one Localization is often based on multiple 
reference information) is provided by BRENDA.
Results  of   the GO database contain  the  link  to   the correlated GO­term, using  the GO­
associated website of the EBI: ”http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/“.
In case the ID of Reactome is given, a link to the original Reactome website is provided,  

















• Localizations: colored by database:  Using the colors of Figure  106, the chart shows the 
database hosting the acquired information used for the localization mapping. Therefore 
this category might be taken into account during the analysis of the data quality.



























the   fact   in   the   opposite   direction.  Selecting   a  pathway  or  multiple   pathway(s)   in   the 
Pathway Table,  or   selecting a  single  protein or  multiple  ones   in  the  Localization Table 
updates   the   charts   accordingly.   For   the   selection   of   multiple   elements,   the   common 
mouse/keyboard combinations of “left mouse click” and “Shift” or “Ctrl” are used.
5.3.2.4 Correlating Networks with Cell Components
After   discussing   the   localization  of   proteins,   the   question   arises   how   the  proteins   are 
correlated  with   the  cell   components.   In  Section  3.3.4  this  problem was  defined as   the 
Network Mapping Problem.
Figure  107  illustrates   the   two  basic   process   of   placing  nodes   in   the   cell   environment 
focusing at a mitochondrion. First, the nodes are distributed with a layout algorithm (which 
















First,   the   focus   should   be   laid   on   the   nodes   placement,   ignoring   the   connecting 
characteristics  of   the  edges.  This  optimization problem was  already  defined  in  Section 
3.3.4.1 as OPT_NMP_MAX_AREA.




was already discussed  in the context  of  CmME (Section  5.2.2.8).  Finally,   the  third “U” 
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is the maximal number of nodes to place onto the sphere. Obviously, this method is invoked 
for  every  node  to  place and unique positions  are  applied.  The constant  3.6  is  a  value 
derived by numerical experiments by Rakhmanov, Saff and Zhou, creating a nearly regular 
hexagonal spherical net.63
01 private Vector3f getUniformVector(int nodeNumber, int nodeNumberMax) {
02    double s  = 3.6/Math.sqrt(nodeNumberMax);
03    double dz = 2.0/nodeNumberMax;
04    double x = 0;
05    double y = 0;
06    double z = (1 – dz/2) - nodeNumber * dz;
07    double r = Math.sqrt(1 – z * z);
08    double longitude = nodeNumber * s / r;
09    x = Math.cos(longitude) * r;
10    y = Math.sin(longitude) * r;
11    return new Vector3f((float) x,(float) y,(float) z);
12 }
































Referring now to Figure  109.2,   the second option of   the  UUUSphere Layout should be 













icosahedron  with   spheres   attaches   to   each  of   the  12   vertex  points.   The   advantage   in 
comparison to a sphere is obvious: a number of discrete points already exist which could be 
applied to the placement of nodes onto a sphere. But using this geometry­based method, it 
is  also possible   to  use more  points  as  base   for   the placing  process.  The 1­icosahedron 
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using RS&Z in conjunction with a network­like structure, the result   is visually not very 
convincing (Figure  109.1b). For the Geodesic approach, the opposite is the case. Figure 






Obviously,   each   network   configuration   needs   special   algorithms   to   solve 
OPT_NMP_MAX_AREA. Of course, usually the identifiers of nodes are not in any relation to 
the   sequence  of   their   interconnections;   in   contrast  with   Figure  109.1a.  Therefore,   the 
sequential placement of nodes will normally be of no advantage for the placing of nodes 







Now the methodology of   the ISOM – the Inverted Self­Organizing Maps –  layout   from 
Bernd Meyer should be examined.






those nodes connected to  w  by an edge – according to their reciprocal distances  d. The 
radius r is therefore a cutoff which is constant during an epoch and which decreases if the 
next epoch is reached.
But of  course,   the methodology  is  not  the same. First,  a  step back should be made  to 
analyze the initial settings. In Line 10 the method random_vector() is invoked. It creates an 





















inhibits   the  other   interconnected  neurons  which  may  cause  a  deactivation  of  all  other 
nodes.  This  procedure  is  called:  competitive  dynamics  (see also:  Molecular  Dynamics   in 
Section 3.2.3). 
01 maximal epochs tmax ;
02 epochs interval t interval ;
03 maximal radius rmax ;
04 minimal radius rmin ;
05 maximal adaption αmax ;
06 minimal adaption αmin ;
07 cooling factor c ;
08 epoch t :=1 ;
09 radius r :=rmax ;
10 forall v∈V do v.pos :=random_vector() ;
11 while(t⩽tmax) do {
12 adaption α :=max (αmin , e
−c (t / tmax )⋅αmax);
13 i :=uniform_random_vector() ;
14 w :=v∈V such that s(v.pos ,i) is minimal ;
15 forw∧all successors w k of w with d (w ,w k )⩽r do{
16 w k . pos :=normalize(w k . pos−2
d (w ,wk)α(w k . pos−i));
17 }
18 t := t+ 1 ;













And  exactly   this   is   also   the   case   for  SOM.  But   in   contrast   to   the  competitive   learning 
discussed before, SOMs are optimized for  soft   learning.  This means that the weights of 
neighboring nodes of the winner will be increased as well during the learning process. Until 













adaption factor e−c(t /t max) is based on the original SOM layout. The usage of the exponential 
function enables a fast adaption during the first epochs and a slower adaption during the 









by   the   network   topology   –   the 
connections   between   the   nodes.   The 
second aspect regards the weight space: 
in SOM, the weight space is used to tune 




Layout  Settings dialog  shown  in  Figure 
112.
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usually   particular   complex   shapes   need  more   computational   performance   than   simple 
spheres.  The other  option,   the  texture,  has a  big  disadvantage:   it   is  hard   to   recognize 
differences from a distant point. And naturally the navigation through a three­dimensional 
space   is   accompanied   by   the   continuous   changing   of   distances.   Therefore,   coloring 
outperforms the use of textures in this context. In addition, it was shown that coloring often 































































the   first   stereoscopic   devices   were   already   invented   in   the   early   19th  century,   3D 
Stereoscopy  was   in   the   last  decades  mainly   intended   for  professional  applications   like 
medical   domains  [BHHI09,   Brew56]  The   commercialization   during   the   last   few   years 
enabled   the   use   of   stereoscopic   devises   in   the   exhibition,   movie   as   well   as   gaming 
industries. Today, projectors,  televisions, PC monitors,  portable game consoles and even 
notebooks are available using this technology.
The   applications   of   the   CELLmicrocosmos   project   have   supported   3D   Stereoscopy 
compatible with professional devices like NVIDIA®   Quadro® graphic cards for years. In 
addition, first tests on a consumer notebook have been presented in 11/2011 and 03/2012 


























perception  must   be   regulated   during 
the  navigation process.  The  reason  is 
the   large   differences   in   distances:   in 
the beginning, the user usually sees the 
whole  cell  model.  But  when  the user 
navigates   to   a   cell   component   or   a 
protein   node   and   (looking   again   at 
Figure  113)   the  problem  is  apparent; 
the focal distance has to be adjusted.
For   this  purpose   the   focal  distance   is 
indirectly  adjusted  automatically.  This 
is done in CmPI by sending a Pick Ray 
from the center of the view port  into 





113  this   is   the  distance  between   the 
red   and   green   camera.   Because   of 
performance   issues,   the   Pick   Ray 
cannot send continuously towards the 
view   port   center.   Therefore,   the   eye 
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XmlSchema 1.4.2 XML import and export Apache License 2.0
Table 14: The program packages included in the CELLmicrocosmos 1.1 CellExplorer relevant 
for this subchapter (CELLmicrocosmos 4.2 PathwayIntegration)
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5.3.3.1 Integration of DAWIS­M.D. and ANDCell
DAWIS­M.D.   as  well   as   ANDCell   have   been   already   introduced   (Sections  3.3.3.1  and 
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5.4 [MES+MOL+FUN] Integrative Modeling: Combining 
Mesoscopic, Molecular and Functional Modeling
The preceding subchapters introduced all methods needed to model a cell environment, to 














In   the   implementation   sections  5.1.3  and  5.3.3  the   term   CellExplorer   was   already 
mentioned.  This  project   is   already  an   integrative  approach,   combining  CellEditor  with 
PathwayIntegration. The name was changed when the focus of the major application was 
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Figure 115: The CELLmicrocosmos modeling pipeline at the integrative level 
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CmX contains  an abstract  class  called  the  MRNA.   It   is   the only  class   contained  in  the 
package cmX_mrna. The complete code is shown in Figure 116. As its name suggests, this 
class   is   used   to   enable   communication   processes   between   CellExplorer   and 
MembraneEditor. The functionality will be explained in the following paragraphs describing 
the  workflow.   The   abstract  MRNA   class   is   also   found   in  MembraneEditor   as  well   as 
CellExplorer. The implementation is located in the CmXMRNA file part of CmX. Of course,  





Figure  117  shows a potential  workflow using CmX.  On the  left  side of   the  image,   the 
methods associated with CellExplorer are shown, on the right MembraneEditor and in the 
center the communication processes administrated by CmX.
1. The   CmX   application   is   started.   It   can   be   used   to   open   separate   instances   of  
CellExplorer,  MembraneEditor or Jmol.  In this example, CellExplorer  is  opened. The 
main  window   of   CmX   administrates   all   different   program   instances,   also   in   case 
CellExplorer is now used to open MembraneEditor.
2. In   CellExplorer,   a   Cm4­file   is   loaded   or   a   cell   is   generated   using   CellEditor   and 
correlated with metabolic pathways using PathwayIntegration (Sections 5.1.2.5, 5.1.2.7, 
5.3.2.4  and  5.3.2.5).   In   this   example   it   is   important   that   a   KEGG   pathway   is 






Figure  116  shows   the   underlying   function   which   opens   MembraneEditor: 
“editMembrane”.
4. After the membrane is generated, a protein should be placed inside the bilayer. For this 
purpose,   the  NodeDetails  window of  PathwayIntegration provides  a   list  of  PDB  IDs 











8. Then   the  membrane   is   saved   in  PDB­format  and   immediately   attached   to   the  Cell 














 * The messangerRNA: 
 * This class connects Cm1 CellExplorer and Cm2 MembraneEditor
 * by using methods of the CmX Package.
 * 
 * @author Bjoern Sommer bjoern@CELLmicrocosmos.org
 *
 */
public abstract class MRNA {
public void editMembrane(String absolutePath){
}
public void openMembraneInJmol(String absolutePath) {
}
public void refreshMembranesInCm1(String absolutePath, String cm1TempName2Edit) {
}
public void performSearchInDownloadAPDB(final String searchString, 
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Figure 117: Overview of a potential CmX Workflow combining CmCX, CmME and Jmol
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5.4.2.3 Membrane Mapping
Meets Requirement R4.II
In   step  9  of   the  preceding   section   the  mapping  of  a  molecular  membrane onto  a  cell  
component was shortly mentioned. How does the mapping work?
The first approach of mapping a membrane onto cell components was already implemented 




































therefore   it   is   an   alpha­version   (version  X.0)   and   there   is   no   Java  Web  Start   version 
presently available. 
Please refer to the Appendix 9.17 for information regarding the implementation work and 
to Appendix  9.15  for  the version  information.    The  included  third­party  library and  its 
license are listed in Table 15.
It includes the following libraries:
Name Version Usage License More Info








Which  steps  are  needed  to  generate  a  simple  cell  model?  How complex  is   the  task of 
creating   a  membrane  model?  And  what   about   the   quality   of   the  different  membrane 
packing algorithms? And then, how is it possible to localize a metabolic pathway or other 
protein  sets   in   the  cellular  environment?  How can  they be  visualized? And  finally   the 
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(Section  6.1.4). The import (Section  6.1.5) as well as export (Section  6.1.6) capabilities 


























Of   course,   the   previously   discussed 
distribution   mode   is   not   appropriate   for 
creating   cell   models   with   a   cytological 
reasonable composition. For this purpose, the 
“Random” mode is used with a random­seed 
of  995 (Figure  92).  Figure  120.1 shows the 
result. The cell contains the following models: 
cell   membrane:1;   cytosol:   1;   extracellular 






The   nucleus   is   found   close   to   the   center, 
surrounded   by   the   endoplasmic   reticulum 
(ER); the rough ER close to the nucleus, the 





small   green   structure   close   to   it   is   a 
peroxisome.   The   small   vesicles   distributed 
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virtual environment becomes apparent, because by moving through the Virtual Cell, also 





























components   available,   listed   from   the   innermost   to   the   outer   shape:   storage   granule, 







are all   centered  in  the origin of   the cell 
with   the   same   rotation.   A   random 
distribution   would   not   be   sensible, 





Especially   the   section   concerning   the 
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cell  model   is   especially   useful   for   the   functional  modeling,   as  will   be   discussed   later  





The   representation   of   cell   components   by   sphere   objects   is   also   known   from   The 
Interactorium (Section 4.3.3.4). But the latter mentioned software distributes the spheres 

























modeled  in 3ds Max  is   the matrix,  etc.  Alternatively,   the exported VRML97­file  can be 
edited with a regular text editor to match the structure shown in Figure 25. 
Another interesting feature of CellExplorer should be mentioned: it is also possible to load a 



























exhibition of   the Bundesministerium für  Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) at   the “Grüne 
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5.3.2.10) and a two­dimensionally projected map of the cell model. On the right side the 
InformationBrowser is attached, showing texts about the active cell model. Simultaneously, 












The   software   was   successfully 
applied   to   examinable   course 
work during two test periods in 
two   different   schools,   the 
Niklas­Luhmann­Gymnasium 
Oerlinghausen   (NLG)  in   2010 
and the Gymnasium Schloß Holte­Stukenbrock (SHS) in 2011. For this purpose, Civico and 
Orlik   developed   questionnaires   based   on   the   current   cytology   curriculum   for   school 
students of the tenth grade. They contained questions to support the exploring and learning 
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aspects of the cell as well as evaluation questions regarding the functionality of CE³.  In 
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6.2 [MOL] Cm2 MembraneEditor
Based on  the  methods  discussed  in  Subchapter  5.2,   the   following  sections  will  discuss 








of  a membrane­spanning as well  as a single  ­helix­anchored proteinα   into the formerly 
created mitochondrial membrane in Section  6.2.3. The ability of the algorithms to create 




The species­  and organelle­specific  percent   lipid ratios  needed to  define  the membrane 
composition  can  be  derived  from many  references.  This   section  discusses  a  membrane 














































Wanderer  (TW)  features   the   best   deviation   sum   0.281.   Only   the  Advanced   Random 
Placing+ (AP+)78b with a deviation sum of 0.288 is close to this value.
In  Section  3.2.7  lipid  densities  were   introduced which  where  observed under  different 
conditions. Moreover, in Section 5.2.2.10 the incorporation of Dl into MembraneEditor was 
introduced.  Now this   factor  will  be evaluated by comparing  the different  average  lipid 
density values indicated in Table 17.










cardiolipin 9.0  ± 2.0 13.7 ± 2.3
phosphatidylcholine 48.0 ± 5.0 39.2 ± 0.9
phosphatidylethanolami
ne
31.0 ± 1.6 43.4 ± 1.1
phosphatidylinositol 9.9 ± 1.7 1.0 ± 0.2

















CL 9±2 9 9.012 8.805 8.886 8.929 8.91
PC 48±5 49.1 48.7 49.161 49.171 49.074 49.121
PE 31±1.6 31 31.196 31.027 31.043 30.952 30.95
PI 9.9±1.7 9.9 10.052 9.958 9.953 9.987 9.965
PS 1±0.3 1 1.04 1.048 0.984 1.058 1.055
deviation 
sume
















































































phase,  an area of  56­72 Å2  was reported.  Values  close   to   this  were generated by AP+ 
(Figure 132).
The total number of lipids in relation to the algorithmic computation time was recorded 
during   runtime  and visualized externally  with   the  program (Xm)grace.  The results  are 
shown in Figure  132. The time axis is scaled logarithmically. Additionally, for the values 





















be   taken   into   account.   A  well­known   theory   regarding   the   impact   of   cholesterol   on 
membranes is the umbrella theory (Section 2.2.1.3) [HuFe99]. As previously discussed, it 
predicts that cholesterol tends to be shielded by the larger head groups of phospholipids to  
avoid   energetically   disadvantageous   contact   with   water   molecules   surrounding   the 
membrane  leaflets.  Another  theory,  which is   in affirmation with the umbrella theory,  is 
called   the  cholesterol   condensing   effect.   It   states   that   the   surface  area  of   a   cholesterol­
containing membrane  is   less   than the sum of  the  individual  lipid areas  [AlDH10].  The 
average lipid density using TW decreases now from ~47 to 43.5 Å2 due to the small size of 
cholesterol.
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Figure 134 shows a visual analysis of the umbrella effect taking only the upper leaflet of the 
mitochondrial   membrane   into   account.   Table 18  shows   that   92   lipids   from   918   are 
cholesterol (10.038%). 
Figure 134.1 shows the molecules in simple shape­based mode and Figure 134.2 the same 
molecules   visualized   with   the   complex   and   time­consuming   van   der   Waals   radii 
visualization. The amount of the visible cholesterol,   the yellow areas,  in both figures  is 
nearly the same. Obviously the shape­based visualization is an appropriate alternative to 
atomic visualizations. In Figure  134.3 all  cholesterol  molecules of the upper membrane 
leaflet  are colored yellow in covalent radii  mode. Figure  134.4 is a combination of the 
cholesterol  highlighting  in Figure  134.3,  yellow areas,  and Figure  134.2,  blue areas.   It 
shows that 17, in particular the pure yellow areas, out of 92 lipids (approx. 15%) were  
completely hidden beneath the larger headgroups of the phospholipids. The atomic detail  








Chol 10 10.038 10 10.044
CL 8.1 7.922 12.681 12.599
PC 44.19 44.221 36.252 36.3
PE 27.9 27.889 40.131 40.088
PI 8.91 8.953 0.936 0.969












exceeding   of   SD   values,   the   remainder   of   2.7%   was   added   to   each   of   the   values 
proportionally, resulting in: CL 14.09, PC 40.28, PE 44.59 and PI 1.04. Finally, the method  
of   the   former  section was  used  to  add cholesterol   to   the  membrane (see  Table 18).  A 

























irregular  three­dimensional   shapes   (Section  5.2.2.5)   which   was   accountable   for   all 
application cases discussed before. In order to close the gap between both approaches, now 
the appliance of the classical 2D­KP to LPP should be discussed.


























best   solution  was   achieved  once  again  by  TW(90°)  with  nearly  80%  (Figure  135).   In 
addition, the resulting lipid distribution percentages for TW are within the SD values stated 





















Number of Lipids 256 289 311 358 448
Average Lipid Density (Å2) 156.25 138.40 128.61 111.73 89.28



















is   not   taken   into   account   during  
computation, only the width and length  
are relevant (Courtesy of/Copyright ©  
2011   by   American   Chemical   Society.  
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6.2.3 Protein Placement
Different approaches to insert proteins into a membrane, addressing OPT_PPP_POS, have 







marker  enzyme specifically   for   the  outer  mitochondrial  membrane  [HLNK90]  The PDB 
model   1O5W   was   obtained   for   monoamine   oxidase   from   the   outer   mitochondrial 
membrane   of  Rattus   norvegicus  [MYYN04]  It  was   shown   that   the   placement   of   these 
proteins is reliable using CmME in conjunction with the PDBTM matrix [SDGS11].
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Of course, it is possible to compute low densities like those reported for PC – 134 Å2 – with 
MembraneEditor. The first option is to use the RP­based Distributor (DI) and pre­define the 
lipid  density;   the   second  option   is   to  alter   a  precomputed  membrane  model  with   the 
Distributor by thinning out the membrane. This also applies to the following computations.









Under   very   extreme   experimental   conditions   a   value   of   26   Å2  is   reported   for   DLPC 















Å2,   LP   computed  values  exceeding   the  SD values   for  CL,  PE,  PI  and  PS,  whereby   the 
deviation of the last mentioned value is dramatical with +5.158 above the SD values. On 
the outer membrane side there were ten lipids, on the inner membrane side only eight, 




























CL 9±2 9 6.458 7.705 8.725 8.696 9.009 8.91
PC 48±5 49.1 45 49.444 49.273 49.104 48.705 49.121
PE 31±1.6 31 29.167 30.773 29.684 30.946 31.196 30.949
PI 9.9±1.7 9.9 12.917 9.879 10.864 10.231 10.049 9.965
























































3. Internal   generation   of   a   larger   membrane   with   MembraneEditor   and   subsequent 
squeezing   approaches   by   using   e.g.  minimization   processes   of   external   simulation 
packages.



















The   HIC­UP   database   did   not   provide   experimental   nor   ideal   coordinates   for 
























Chol 21 21.055 21.123 46 46.013 46.029
PC 36.972 36.933 36.78 21.06 21.089 21.029
PE 18.012 17.998 18.021 11.34 11.285 11.328
PI 4.345 4.389 4.431 4.86 4.88 4.948
PS 3.002 2.909 2.806 5.4 5.359 5.339
SM 16.669 16.716 16.839 11.34 11.373 11.328
deviatio
n sum
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6.3 [FUN] Cm4 PathwayIntegration
Application   cases   of   the   Mesoscopic   and   molecular   level   were   discussed.   Now   the 
underlying functional level will be focused. The relevant methods have been introduced in 




As discussed  in  Section  2.3.4,  metabolic  pathways  are  an essential  entity  of   the  cell´s 





cycle:   the glycolysis  and the oxidative decarboxylation of  pyruvate.  There are now two 
possibilities for importing such a pathway: by generating it with an external program or by 
directly downloading the respective KEGG­pathways from DAWIS­M.D. (Section  5.3.2.2). 
Of   course,   the   last   option   will   be   chosen.   Using   CmPI,   the   pathway   hsa00010,   the 










course,   the   connections   to   the   involved   enzymes   are   still   shown.   The   reason   is   the 
localization­focused view of CmPI: each instance in a pathway has a unique position.
6.3.1.2 First Localization Results
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Figure 138: 2D Visualization of the Citrate Cycle (hsa00020) in CmPI 
A first   look at  all  selected  localizations  in the Localization Chart  (Section  5.3.2.3.5) of 
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By   double­clicking   on   the   bars   representing   the   cytosol   for   hsa00010   and   the 
mitochondrion in hsa00020, the according localization is applied to all enzymes featuring 
an entry for these potential localizations. Figures 144 and 145 shows the result. Obviously, 






not   known   which   proteins   are   involved   in   the   transition   between   cytosol   and   the 
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6.3.1.4 Examining an Outsider by direct Access to external Sources



















visually   equal   to   the   final   result.   Only   a   few   changes   according   to   the   Membrane 
Localizations of two proteins had to be done, the other Localizations were already correct.  
The resulting priority list would looks like this:












cytosol,  cell  membrane and extracellular  matrix.  The applied contrast  color­coding was 








this   approach   is   that   this   layout   is   only   completely  balanced   if   all   available  positions 
generated by the Geodesic layout are occupied. In the case of a 1­icosahedron, the minimal 
number of available positions is 12. If there are only ten nodes to place, two positions will  
















different   sphere   layouts   have   to   be  mapped   onto   the   cell   component´s   shapes   after 
finishing the distribution process (Section  5.3.2.4). Mostly all enzymes are located in the 
matrix region. But examining the position of the 1.3.5.1 in Figure 149.2b, which is localized 
at   the   inner  membrane   (Figure  146),   it   is   visible   that   this   enzyme   is   located   at   the 
appropriate position on the according shape. 




looking   at   the   previously  discussed   image.   If   the   shape  of   the   cell   component  differs 
extremely from the one of the surrounding distribution sphere, the mapping might lead to 















An   important   aspect   of   the   subcellular   localization   of   protein­related   networks   is   the 
cytological  disease  mapping.  Using   the   information generated by CmPI,  disease­related 




[STKH10].   In the  latter  work,  data  integration as  well  as   text  mining techniques were 
discussed by comparing  DAWIS­M.D.  and ANDCell   respectively.   It  was  shown,   that   the 
database­related data from DAWIS­M.D. was more reliable, because databases like BRENDA 
and UniProt contain a huge amount of curated data. But in addition it emerged that text  
mining  approaches   like  ANDCell   are   sometimes  able   to  provide  additional   information 
which is not included in established databases. Because ANDCell results are not curated, it 








The   following   passages   will 
deal with the data also used 
in   the   previously  mentioned 
study.  The   starting  point   for 
the   analysis   was   a   distinct, 
experimentally   identified 
protein:  MUPP1   or  MPDZ   – 
the   Multiple   PDZ   Domain 
Protein.   It   consists   of   13 
domains,   featuring   a   large 
diversity   of   interaction 





the   dilated   cardiomyopathy 
(DCM). CVD is known to be one of the leading causes of death – especially in industrialized 
countries.
Data   from   a   female   DCM   patient   (age   52)   which   was   collected   during   the 
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Therefore, there was quite a high probability that there will be some results which should 
be applicable to data integration as well as text mining approaches. And indeed, VANESA 
(Section  4.3.1.3)  generated a  network containing  12 additional  proteins  and ANDVisio 
(Section 3.3.3.2) seven additional proteins after curation (Section 5.3.2.3.4). Moreover, two 



















(Section  5.3.2.3.5)   in   Figure  152  shows   that   the  major   localization   of   this   protein­
associated network is the cell membrane. Of course, this aspect does not guarantee that all  
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each show only one localization result pointing to the cell  membrane. But it should be 
mentioned  that  many proteins  feature  localizations not  adjacent   to  the cell  membrane: 




interesting.   Figure  155  shows   the   result   of   the   nearest­neighbor­search­associated 







are  based on  the   first  entry   in   the  alphabetically­ordered  list   in   the  Localization Table 
shown in Figure  151. They are automatically assigned after the database­parsing process 
was finished.
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Figure 156: First chosen protein localizations of the pathway 
6.3.2.3 Localization Assignment of the Pathway






appears.   A   double­click   on   the   bar   representing   the   cell   membrane   assigns   this   cell 
component as actual localization to all proteins.
But of course category Cm4 is quite vague if different cell membrane associations should be 



















assigning   (again  via  double­click   onto   the   according  bar)   the   localization  priorities   in 
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reverse order, starting with priority 8 for the cell membrane. Figure 157 shows an excerpt 







tight   junction   complex. 
The   remaining   proteins 
are   localized   by   more 
vague   terms. 
Nevertheless   all   terms 
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Figure 160: All actually selected Localization Terms 
Representing the protein localizations in Figure 158, colored by their database sources 

















Figure  161  shows the result. This time (in contrast to Figure  151 where the proteins are 
colored according to their node type: proteins), the proteins are colored according to their 















These   visualizations   might   also   be   utilized   to   make   predictions   regarding   traveling 
processes between the cell membrane, the intracellular cytosol and the extracellular matrix.
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6.3.2.4 Inter­species Comparison of three Pathways
In Section  6.1.1.1  a comparison cell was generated with the CellEditor. This type of cell  
model  will  be  used  to  compare specific  pathways  among different   species.  The related 



















ISOM   layout   for   this   purpose,   because   the   force­directed   layout   already   dramatically 
changes in case the localization of a single enzyme in two pathways differs. Therefore, the 

















At  that  time,  only the GO (linking  in this case  information from the InterPro database 
[HAAB09]) integration in DAWIS­M.D. provided the results that SYNGAP1 was found in the 















networks   created   by   tools   like   VANESA,   ANDVisio,   Cytoscape   or   VANTED   etc.   These 
networks can be imported in CmPI by using its import capabilities (Section 5.3.2.2.2). 
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6.3.1.1.  The resulting model was exported to VRML with CellEditor.  On the bottom of  
Figure  166  an  outer  mitochondrial  membrane   is   shown.  This  model  was   created  with 
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Figure 166: A proposal submitted for the cover image to Informatik Spektrum in 2009




visualizations.   But   it   is   not   possible   to   explorer   the   generated   cell   environment 




















also  another  aspect   is  apparent:   the  network  is  associated  with   the  protein   inside   the 
membrane and the enzyme node is dismissed. The fifth and last image shows the atomic 
structure of the membrane – also the protein in the center of the membrane is visible.


















with   a  membrane.   In   Section  2.2.6  different  molecular  membrane   compositions  were 
introduced. In this section, the membranes of a rat hepatocyte are correlated with a cell  













Figure  168  and  169  show the result: every Cell Component shown is associated with a 
membrane which was generated using MembraneEditor and the Advanced Random Placing 
Algorithm with standard settings (see also Section 5.2.2.5). 
Cell Component Chol PC SM PE PI PS PG DPG PA All
Plasma 
Membrane
17.55 56.14 14.91 9.65 1.75 114
Rough ER 6,59 60.44 3.3 17.58 8.79 3.3 91
Smooth ER 9.38 51.59 11.26 19.7 6.29 1.78 106.6
Mito Inner 2.91 43.6 2.42 24.22 5.82 0.97 1.94 17.44 0.68 103.2
Mito Outer 4.25 53.02 5.3 24.39 3.18 2.12 2.65 3.71 1.38 94.3
Nuclear 10.1 55.56 3.03 20.2 7.07 3.03 1.01 99
Golgi 9.15 48.78 12.19 18.29 7.32 4.27 82
Lysosome 14.74 26.32 25.26 13.7 7.36 7.36 5.26 95
Table 22: Normalized Lipid Composition of a Rat Hepatocyte 
[Jain88, p.27]
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Figure 168: The Membranes of Table 22 applied to a cell environment: Mesoscopic View
Figure 169: The Membranes of Table 22 applied to a cell environment: Molecular View
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The major  focus will   lie  on  those aspects   introduced  in this work.  Furthermore,   future 
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7  7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4  Conclusions.
7.1 [MES] Cell Modeling at the Mesoscopic Level
The CELLmicrocosmos approach of mesoscopic cell modeling is based on three­dimensional 









2. Interpretative cell  component models  are manually  modeled by modeling tools  (the 















installed   by   any   computer   connected   to   the   Internet  with   operating   systems   such   as 
Windows, Linux or Mac OS X. 
Whereas  the single   three­dimensional  cell  component  models  are created with external 
programs, the cell environments are created by using CellEditor. It enables the modular 





During   the  development  of  CellEditor,   some  important   changes  were  presented  by   the 
scientific community. While in the past there was only a differentiation between eukaryotic 
and  prokaryotic   cells,   and   archaea(­bacteria)  were  presented   as   a   subclass  of   the   last  
mentioned,   today  they are  referred to  as  an  independent  class.  Therefore,   it  will  be  a 
reasonable extension of CellEditor to also enable the modeling of these cell types. Prior to 
this extension, the prokaryotic cell type had to be used for this purpose.













of   the  different   layers  needed  for  models   like   the  previously­mentioned  mitochondrion 
should   be   automatized.   In   the   past,   every   layer   had   to   be  modeled   separately   using 




Another   important   feature  of  CellEditor   is   the  export   functionality  which  also   enables 
viewing and editing of the generated cellular environment with other VRML97­supporting 



















of   CmME)  was   developed:   The  Wanderer   (Section  5.2.2.6).   Even   for   relatively   small 
membrane sizes88  as well as lipid densities89  published average values were maintained. 
Moreover it was shown that the Lipid Packing Problem is solved by all six introduced Lipid 
Packing   Algorithms   (LPA).   For   this   purpose   heterogeneous  membranes  were  modeled 
combining   experimental   and   ideal   lipid   models   with   the   knowledge   of   different 
publications. Moreover, it was shown that efficient greedy algorithms are able to generate 
membrane models featuring realistic  lipid ratios and density values. Another  interesting 
fact   is   that   the   packing   behavior   of   the   cholesterol­containing   membranes   met   the 
biological expectations of the umbrella model. At the moment, for many application cases 


















or  cross­sectional  areas of   lipids  [Träu71, WoRo96].  Another  approach which might  be 
interesting for the molecular simulation community is the integration of basic equilibration 
or simulation capabilities into CmME. While the regular LPP operate at the molecular level, 
moving  the  lipids  only as   stiff   structures,   this  approach will  also  manipulate the  intra­
molecular configuration: the atomic structure. A first attempt was already implemented 




base   is   LPA   like   the   Advanced  Random  Placing.   It  was   discussed   that   this   algorithm 

















theoretically   described   as   the   Bounded   two­and­a­half­dimensional   Knapsack   Problem 
(2.5D­BKP,   Section  5.2.2.5).   Although   CmME  was   optimized   to   solve   these   kinds   of 
problems,   the   solution   of   three­dimensional   packing   problems   is   also   possible.   A   first 
approach was introduced during a poster presentation at the Visualizing Biological Data 
Conference (VizBi) in Heidelberg in March 2012  [SoZh12]. Because of the scalability of 
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7.3 [FUN] Cell Modeling at the Functional Level
CellExplorer was used as a base to combine cell models with functional data. For example,  

































implemented.   For   protein   sets,   the   UUUSphere   layout   (Uniform  Unique  Unit   Sphere, 
Section 5.3.2.5.1) provides different options to distribute the protein nodes equally on the 
surface   of   the   cell   component.   For   protein  networks,   the   ISOM  layout   (Inverted   Self­
Organizing Maps, Section 5.3.2.5.2) was implemented. These algorithms operate on a unit 
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Charts   (Section  6.3.1).  Using  of   instead   this,   the  Localization  Table  would  be  a   time­
consuming task. Using this tool, the researcher is able to analyze potential localizations in 
minutes whereas doing this manually by using the Internet would be – especially for large  




















3. in   the   future   perhaps   students  who  want   to   learn   interactively   about   the   spatial  
interrelationships in a cell.





the  option  to  use   the original   two­dimensional   layouts   to  navigate or  mark a  point  of 
interest in 3D space. The latter feature is also known from HIVE. GEOMI is able to color 
nodes with respect to their localization, a feature which is also found in CmPI. Moreover, 
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the used Focus+Context paradigm was already implemented in one of the first tools in the 
area of 3D biological network visualization, the MNV. 
The two layouts   introduced  in this  work,   the UUUSphere and  ISOM layout,  both have 
drawbacks. Future tasks will be the implementation of optimized layout algorithms which 
minimize the edge crossing. For example, during a student project there was already an 
approach   successfully   implemented   to  map  the   two­dimensional   layouts  of  KEGG onto 
three­dimensional cell components. This will be especially an important extension for the 
“comparison   cell”­related   approaches   which   were   introduced   to   support   the   pathway 
























target   groups   (Section  5.3.2.11).   Therefore,   in   the   future   this   feature  might   be   also 
interesting   for   school   or   bachelor   students   in   the   future   to   explain   basic   intracellular 
relations.   For   presentation   purposes   the   use   of   a   CAVE   (CAVE   Automatic   Virtual 
Environment) could also be of interest.
7.4 [MES+MOL+FUN] Integrative Cell Modeling
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To   judge   if   this  word   appropriately   describes   the  work   introduced   here,   a   look   into 



































by their  atomic  positions.  Here,  concrete data  from publications can be used to  model 
membranes  in a relatively accurate way;  “relatively”,  because the knowledge about  the 
concrete atomic structure of all cellular components is still very fragmentary. Focusing on 
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the complete cell, “islands of knowledge” can be created. These are small fragments on the 










While  the first  group generates and simulates  the realistic  structure of  a  mitochondrial 
membrane,   the   second   group   generates   the   mitochondrion   model   based   on   new 
microscopic  data   sets,   the   third  group  works  on  a   cytosol­located   structure  of   a   large 




While   the   first   (top   down)   approach   mainly   combines   Bioinformatics   with   three­
dimensional  modeling  techniques,   the  second (bottom­up) approach  is  more  related   to 
Chemoinformatics,   especially   if   generated  membrane  models   are   used   as   a   base   for 
molecular simulations.
Obviously, a bi­directed approach is used. Moreover, the different levels are correlated by 
the   functional   level   in   between:   the   pathways   which   were   integrated   using 
PathwayIntegration. Originally, the correlation was intended to work only at the mesoscopic 
level. But by using the new CmX tool, CellExplorer and MembraneEditor are interconnected 
and   it   is   possible   to   also   correlate   the  molecular   structures  with   the   functional   level 
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Whereas   for  many visualization approaches   it  will  be  sufficient   to  work with  synthetic 
models, the chance to import realistic structures – complete cells directly generated from 
microscopic   data   –   is   an   important   future   task   to   solve.  Therefore,   CELLmicrocosmos 
provides   tools   for  day X,  when  it   is  possible   to  combine a   realistic   cell   structure  with 
modeled and simulated atomic structures as well as the complete intracellular metabolic  
network.  Looking at  a   two­dimensional  projection of  a   three­dimensional   ISOM layout, 
much edge­crossing is evident. Of course, if this image is seen in a book, a two­dimensional 
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simplified   –   approaches   relevant   to   understanding   biological   processes   prior   to   the 
construction of  new biological   systems.  And especially   these  biological   systems are  the 
major topic of Synthetic Biology. Two major directions are known. The minimal cell is a 
biological   cell   which   contains   only   those   elements   needed   for   maintaining   the   vital 
functions.  The  protocell   is  mainly  used   for   self­replication  purposes   and   is   completely 









cell  is  the   smallest   unit   of   life.   This   is   indeed   an   oversimplification  which   should   be 
dissipated by Synthetic Biology in the near future.
The  initial  question of   this   subchapter  can now be  specified more  clearly:  what   is   the 
impact   of  Cell  Modeling  on  Synthetic  Biology?  As  mentioned  before,   Systems  Biology 
approaches are usually used to model, predict or simulate models derived from nature. For 
understanding   the   complex   interrelationships   relevant   for   wet­lab   experiments,   it   is 




starting   with   a   living   cell,   removing   the   maximum   possible   genetic   material   while 
simultaneously preserving viability and bottom­up, by constructing an envelope and adding 
components in order to generate a biological cell [PuWe09].

















more   aspect   into   the   fourth   dimension;   the   time­dependent   simulation  which   can   be 
experimentally  evaluated,  generating a  cyclic   feedback system between  in silico  and  in 
vitro/vivo experiments. Synthetic Cell Modeling.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[KGUB09]  KU ERKAČ , N.; GALLOVÁ, J.; UHRÍKOVÁ, D.; BALGAVÝ, P.; BULACU, M.; MARRINK, S. J.; 
KATSARAS, J.: Areas of Monounsaturated Diacylphosphatidylcholines. In: 
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cell component, completely reflecting its natural shape (also: Clone),
• ABS_LEV_1: 3D­microscopy­ or spectroscopy­based cell component models (also: Image),



























































• 31 – 38: The coordinates for X in Å (a 8.3 real number).
• 39 – 46: The coordinates for Y in Å (a 8.3 real number).











• Combining   the   sequence  number  with   the   insertion   code,  26  multiplied  with  9,999, 
resulting in 259,974 unique residues are possible.
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• Each coordinate has to be within the boundaries of minimal ­999.999 and maximal of 
+9,999.999 Å. The maximal box length is therefore approximately 11,000 Å.
9.7 A Simple Membrane Packing Algorithm
Figure  161  shows the main method  fillWithLipids()  of a very simple Membrane Packing 
Algorithm compatible to the CELLmicrocosmos 2.2 MembraneEditor.
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HEADER    PROTEIN FIBRIL                          24-JAN-07   2ONX
TITLE     NNQQ PEPTIDE CORRESPONDING TO RESIDUES 8-11 OF YEAST PRION
COMPND    MOL_ID: 1;
SOURCE    MOL_ID: 1;                                                            
SOURCE   2 SYNTHETIC: YES
KEYWDS    STERIC ZIPPER, BETA SHEETS, PROTEIN FIBRIL
EXPDTA    X-RAY DIFFRACTION
AUTHOR    M.R.SAWAYA,S.SAMBASHIVAN,R.NELSON,M.IVANOVA,S.A.SIEVERS,
REVDAT   3   24-FEB-09 2ONX    1       VERSN
JRNL        DOI    10.1038/NATURE05695
REMARK   1
REMARK   2
REMARK   2 RESOLUTION.    1.52 ANGSTROMS.
DBREF  2ONX A    1     4  PDB    2ONX     2ONX             1      4
SEQRES   1 A    4  ASN ASN GLN GLN
CRYST1    4.854   16.014   15.546  90.00  96.91  90.00 P 1 21 1      2          
ORIGX1      1.000000  0.000000  0.000000        0.00000                         
ORIGX2      0.000000  1.000000  0.000000        0.00000                         
ORIGX3      0.000000  0.000000  1.000000        0.00000                         
SCALE1      0.206016  0.000000  0.024967        0.00000                         
SCALE2      0.000000  0.062445  0.000000        0.00000                         
SCALE3      0.000000  0.000000  0.064796        0.00000                         
ATOM      1  N   ASN A   1       0.452   2.495   0.430  1.00 13.01           N
ATOM      2  CA  ASN A   1       0.395   3.556   1.478  1.00 15.49           C  
ATOM      3  C   ASN A   1      -0.265   3.026   2.741  1.00 17.59           C  
ATOM      4  O   ASN A   1      -1.491   3.018   2.841  1.00 22.47           O  
ATOM      5  CB  ASN A   1      -0.357   4.785   0.989  1.00 23.58           C  
ATOM      6  CG  ASN A   1       0.413   5.575  -0.038  1.00 33.44           C  
ATOM      7  OD1 ASN A   1       1.123   6.520   0.300  1.00 40.45           O  
ATOM      8  ND2 ASN A   1       0.280   5.193  -1.305  1.00 32.63           N  
ATOM      9  N   ASN A   2       0.558   2.552   3.675  1.00  8.09           N  
ATOM     10  CA  ASN A   2       0.140   2.007   4.983  1.00  7.76           C  
ATOM     11  C   ASN A   2       0.620   2.936   6.093  1.00 10.30           C  
ATOM     12  O   ASN A   2       1.782   3.318   6.098  1.00 13.35           O  
ATOM     13  CB  ASN A   2       0.827   0.661   5.208  1.00  5.39           C  
ATOM     14  CG  ASN A   2       0.222  -0.450   4.441  1.00 11.18           C  
ATOM     15  OD1 ASN A   2      -0.957  -0.425   4.134  1.00 14.38           O  
ATOM     16  ND2 ASN A   2       1.007  -1.500   4.203  1.00 11.50           N  
ATOM     17  N   GLN A   3      -0.251   3.283   7.036  1.00  9.07           N  
ATOM     18  CA  GLN A   3       0.168   4.035   8.225  1.00  6.77           C  
ATOM     19  C   GLN A   3      -0.483   3.441   9.469  1.00  7.12           C  
ATOM     20  O   GLN A   3      -1.715   3.312   9.528  1.00  7.25           O  
ATOM     21  CB  GLN A   3      -0.179   5.530   8.149  1.00 10.37           C  
ATOM     22  CG  GLN A   3       0.537   6.314   7.109  1.00  7.68           C  
ATOM     23  CD  GLN A   3       0.053   7.762   7.086  1.00  9.06           C  
ATOM     24  OE1 GLN A   3      -1.169   8.035   7.199  1.00 10.09           O  
ATOM     25  NE2 GLN A   3       0.997   8.690   6.976  1.00  6.75           N  
ATOM     26  N   GLN A   4       0.339   3.060  10.461  1.00 12.42           N 
ATOM     27  CA  GLN A   4      -0.182   2.636  11.781  1.00 16.85           C  
ATOM     28  C   GLN A   4       0.753   2.947  12.952  1.00 28.21           C  
ATOM     29  O   GLN A   4       1.615   3.841  12.868  1.00 34.15           O  
ATOM     30  CB  GLN A   4      -0.526   1.156  11.784  1.00 18.06           C  
ATOM     31  CG  GLN A   4       0.648   0.212  11.888  1.00 12.50           C  
ATOM     32  CD  GLN A   4       0.233  -1.201  11.608  1.00 16.78           C  
ATOM     33  OE1 GLN A   4      -0.963  -1.494  11.482  1.00 19.98           O  
ATOM     34  NE2 GLN A   4       1.209  -2.096  11.524  1.00  9.66           N  
ATOM     35  OXT GLN A   4       0.645   2.343  14.027  1.00 29.30           O  
TER      36      GLN A   4                                                      
MASTER      245    0    0    0    0    0    0    6   35    1    0    1          
END   
Figure 172: Excerpt of one of the smallest PDB files, 2ONX (some lines are omitted)
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// the main method for the lipid placement; other methods provide options to create an initial GUI
// window, runtime options, supporting information for author and description, etc.; the following
// variables have to be defined before: this could be done by the programmer of algorithm or by
// the user if the programmer implemented a GUI for these values: 
// boolean rotateLipids, int desiredNumberOfLipids
public void fillWithLipids() throws Exception {
    int currentCount = 0;
    // sets the actual membrane side to the intracellular one
    int mSide = MembraneAlgorithm.INTRA;
    // repeats the placement process until the algorithm is manually stopped by the user
    // or the defined number of lipids in the membrane is reached
    while (stop == false && currentCount < this.desiredNumberOfLipids) {
        // changes each time the actual membrane side to extra- or intra-cellular
        if (mSide == MembraneAlgorithm.INTRA)
            mSide = MembraneAlgorithm.EXTRA;
        else
            mSide = MembraneAlgorithm.INTRA;
        // creates a random position between point 0/0 and the membrane width (x) and depth (z)
        Point2f randomPosition = this.createRandomXZPosition(new Rectangle(0, 0,
this.getMembraneSize().width, this.getMembraneSize().height));
        Lipid newLipid;
        // checks if there is a microdomain at the computed random position
        int domainID = this.getMicroDomainAtPoint(randomPosition);
        // if there is a microdomain at this position, the new lipid is created in the microdomain
        if (domainID > 0) {
            MicroDomain domain = this.getMicroDomainAt(domainID - 1);
            newLipid = mSide == EXTRA ? domain.createNextExtracellularLipid() : 
                                        domain.createNextIntracellularLipid();
        // if there is no microdomain, the lipid is added to the default area of the membrane
        } else {
            newLipid = mSide == EXTRA ? this.createNextExtracellularLipid() :
                                        this.createNextIntracellularLipid();
        }
        // cancel the adding of this lipid, if the creation of a new lipid did not succeed
        if (newLipid == null) continue;
        // define the position of the newly created lipid as the random position already created
        newLipid.setPosition(new Point3f( randomPosition.x, 
                                          newLipid.getYTranslation(), randomPosition.y));
        // GUI: if the user chooses to alter the rotation, do it randomly here
        if (this.rotateLipids)
            newLipid.rotY(new Random().nextInt(359) + new Random().nextFloat());
        // if the new lipid intersects the membrane borders or another molecule, cancel placement
        if (this.intersectsBorders(newLipid) || this.intersects(newLipid))
            continue;
        // finally, the new lipid is added to the predefined domain
        if (mSide == EXTRA)
            this.addExtracellularLipid(newLipid);
        else
            this.addIntracellularLipid(newLipid);
        // iterate the number of lipids, needed to find out if the algorithm is finished
        currentCount++;
    }
}
Figure 173: The source code of the fillWithLipids() function of a simple CmME MPA
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Figure 174: 2D Visualization of the Glycolysis (hsa00010) in CmPI 
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9.11 Units and molecular components
ATP Adenosine 5'­triphosphate
kcal/mol Kilocalorie per mole
kJ/mol Kilo Joule per mole
mM millimolar (1 mol/m3)









































































but   the  implementation style   is  quick and dirty,   the result   is  unstable.  This  process 
normally takes one semester.
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1. The first revision (beta version). There are two possibilities: the code of the prototype is 
taken as the base for the revision process or, only the idea of the prototype including 
the results and improvement proposals are taken into account for a complete re-
implementation. This process normally takes years.
2. The second revision (first full-release). This is the first major release version. This is not 
a prototype, it is a product which was tested and improved during many different 
projects and theses and which is intended as a contribution to the scientific community. 
The following minor improvements are marked by the third version number.
3. The third revision: The second major release, including all improvements of the former 
packages, plus some new features dramatically extending the former release. This 




























environment and results  of  the Cm2 project were integrated into the cell  environment.  
Different animations were created giving an introduction into a liver cell. In addition, the 
first version of the website was created [Somm06].
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Project:   CELLmicrocosmos   2.1   MembraneEditor   Revision   (Björn   Sommer, 
WS2006/2007)
Participants:  Andrea  Steinmetz,  Christian  Fink,  Matthias  Koch,  Ralf  Mertens,   Sebastian 
Schneider, Tim Dingersen
The  Cm 2  MembraneEditor  project  was   completely   revised.  The  project   supported   the 




















Diploma   Thesis:   Entwicklung   einer   Schnittstelle   zur   Integration 




and   to   develop  different   algorithms   to   generate   a  membrane.   The  most   sophisticated 





simple  node distribution algorithm was   integrated and a   first   connection  to   the  KEGG 
database (integrated in the BioDWH  [TKKH08]) was realized. In addition, the GUI was 
extended to show node information.
Project:   CELLmicrocosmos   4.1   PathwayIntegration   Revision   (Björn   Sommer, 




















semi­automatische   Proteinplatzierung   unter   Verwendung   von   PDBTM­Daten 
(Christian Gamroth, WS2009/2010)
Supervisors: Björn Sommer, Prof. Dr. Karl­Josef Dietz








Diploma   Thesis:   Die   Generierung   energetisch   günstiger   Membransegmente   in 
CELLmicrocosmos   2.2   MembraneEditor   durch   die   Erweiterung   auf   eine   atomare 
Behandlung der Moleküle (Tim Dingersen) (SS2010)
Supervisors: Björn Sommer, Prof. Dr. Karl­Josef Dietz
Tim   Dingersen,   who,   as   an   undergraduate   assistant,   was   mainly   involved   in   the 
development   of   CmME,   implemented   an   important   feature:   the   atomic   handling   of 
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be   used   to   communicate   with   GROMACS   via   ssh   or   UNICORE.   Simulations   can   be 






Master   Thesis:   Entwicklung   und   Evaluierung   der   Educational   Edition   des 
CELLmicrocosmos CellExplorer (Marco Civico Gomez, WS2011/2012)
Supervisors: Björn Sommer, Prof. Dr. Ralf Hofestädt
Based   on   the   first   prototype   of   CE3  developed   in   CmCM   SS2010,   the   features  were 
extended. For this purpose, Marco Civico was also involved in leading the CmCM SS2011 
project,   where   some   of   the   new   features   were   developed.   In   addition,   he  markedly 
improved  the  TourEditor.   Finally,  Marco   tested   the   software  at   the  Gymnasium Schloß 
326 CELLmicrocosmos – Integrative Cell Modeling at the Molecular, Mesoscopic and Functional Level
Holte­Stukenbrock, where he is now employed as a teacher [Civi11].
Master   Thesis:   Analyse   wirtschaftlicher   Potentiale   und   Entwicklung   von 









students   based  on   a  workshop   presented  by  Christian  A.  Grove   at   the  VizBi   2012   in 
Heidelberg.  The   resulting  video  was   shown  in   the   context  of   the  UniVideoMagazin  at  
CinemaxX Bielefeld using 3D­stereoscopic technique. For this opportunity, many thanks go 
to Paul John and Fabio Magnifico.










Philipp   Unruh   improved   the   performance   of   the   membrane   visualization   of 
MembraneEditor and CellExplorer by using Java­3D­internal methods. Another important 








































































• concept,   test   scenarios,   evaluation   at   the   Niklas   Luhmann   Gymnasium   in 
Oerlinghausen
• Christina Kropp
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• mod_mitochondrium_rudyAtrace_1400nm.wrl   (Amira   and   3ds  Max,  Figure  81.1, 
82.2, 85, 86, 90, 107, 149, 150, 167)
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Availability Plugin X X
Standalone X X X X X X
Web Start X X









Parallelization X X X
Dimensions 2D X X X X
3D X X X X 3D X X




























































































X X X X X X
Subcellular X X X X X
Organisms X



















X X X X
mathematical X X X X
microscopic 
models







Linux X X Versio
n 1­3
X X
Mac OS X X X X 3D X X
Windows XP, 
VISTA, 7





















































































































Statistics X X X X
Stereo Support X
Table 24: The complete comparison of all cell modeling tools discussed in this work






































native format X X X









X X X X






Heterogeneity X (X) X X
Hexagonal Shape X
Relative Lipid Ratio X X














Rectangular Shape X X X X X X
Reproducibility X
Total lipid number X X X X X
Water Layer Build X X X X (GMX)
Operating 
System
Linux X X X X X
Mac OS X X X X X X
Windows XP, VISTA, 
7
X X X X X X
Pipelines Ext. Simulation 
Package
X X X X (GMX)
Ext. Visualization 
Package
X X X (Jmol)














Simulation Equilibration (X) X X X (GMX)
Minimization (X) X X X (GMX)
Simulation X X X (GMX)
Visualization Atomic Structure 
View









  X X (Jmol)
Raytracing x
Runtime Graphs X
Stereo Support X X X
Table 25: The complete comparison of all membrane modeling tools discussed in this work









































































Standalone X X X X94 X
Web Service
Website Applet (X)95
Web Start X X X

















2D X X X
2.5D X X X X


















CSV X X X
native format Cytos X XWG X Cm4
94 The software MetNetVR is not downloadable, but parts of the website are still on­line (as of 31.07.2012).
95 The Metabolic Network Visualizer as well as its website is no longer available (as of 31.07.2012).




















































































3D Navigation X X X X X X
Detail­on­Demand X X X
Dynamic Tables X
Links to data sources X X
Focus + Context X X X X
Sorting Tables X
Layouts Clustering X X (X)
Fan X
FM3 X










































































































Linux X X X X X X X X
Mac OS X X X X X X X X X
Windows XP, VISTA, 
7
X X X X X X X X
Pathway
s
Metabolism X X X X X X
Protein­Protein 
Interaction
X X X X X X X X





















2D Visualization X X X
CAVE Support X
Geometric 3D X X X X

























































































Stereo Support X X X
Volumetric 3D X
Table 26: The complete comparison of all network modeling tools discussed in this work
